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ABSTRACT 

In the Siksasamuccaya Santideva, a Madhyamika philosopher of 

the early eighth century A.D., builds upon the philosophy of sUnyata 

(emptiness) to demonstrate its practical implications in religious 

life. In his portrayal of the Bodhisattva Santideva focuses on 

this religious hero's ascent from imperfection toward the realisation 

of prajffaparamita, the perfection of wisdom. Wisdom, philosophically 

the end of all false ideas about reality, in the sphere of behaviour 

is an ethical ideal characterised by compassion and altruism. The 

Bodb~sattva is one who has mastered wisdom and whose conduct is 

permeated with this ethical ideal. Santideva's presentation of the 

Bodhisattva is not ,limited to the ideal, but also explores the many 

levels of achievement through which an aspiring novice-Bodhisattva 

must progress toward fulfilment of the ideal. Though Santideva 

refers to certain levels in a Bodhisattva's development and to certain 

turning points in his career these factors as presented in the 

Siksa do not explain how Santideva understands the novice-Bodhisattva 

in terms of the ideal. The concept of bodhicitta, the thought of 

enlightenment which all Bodhisattvas possess, parallels in its devel

opment with the Bodhisattva's development, and as a possible equivalent 

to wisdom itself serves to link the imperfect to the ideal. Santideva's 

use of comparison between the imperfect and the ideal suggests that 

his presentation of the Bodhisattva is designed to encourage novice-

iii 



Bodhisattvas to st:d ve for perfection. The themes of teaching, 

example, and purposle indicate that Santideva' s understanding of the 

Bodhisattva and wisdom involves the idea of the Bodhisattva's function, 

as the link through, which the ideal of moral perfection and wisdom 

has effect in the imperfect ,~orld. 

iv 
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INTRODUCTION 

§antideva, who lived in India during the late seventh and 

early eighth centuries A.D. produced two masterful works, the 

Siksasamuccaya and the Bodhicaryavatara. His works are remembered 

today as great contributions to the Mahayana Buddhist tradition 

which, in India, was at its apex during Santideva's lifetime. 

/-

Santideva was a monk and a follower of the Madhyamika 

philosophical tradition. He was a proponent of this school I s philosophy 

of siinyata, translated as "emptiness" or "void". He taught the 

ideal of prajnaparamita, the perfection of wisdom, which is full 

knowledge of sUnY"a.t:a as characteristic of all existence. Well 

versed in the formal and technical aspects of this philosophy, 

Sintideva built on this foundation to demonstrate its practical 

implications in an ethical teaching of religious self-understanding 

and disci pI ine . 

Santideva's primary concern. was to teach about the Bodhisattva, 

the religious hero of the Mahayana path. The ideal of Bodhisattvahood 

is an elementary theme in Santideva's works, and the key to Santideva's 

thought. From his portrayal of the Bodhisattva in the Siksasamuccaya 

which was written as a guide for the discipline of monks toward 

attainment of Bodhisattvahood, much can be learned about Santideva's 

tmderstanding of the religious path. 

1 
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The Si~asamn.lccaya is the primary source for this paper. 

The Bodhicaryavatar!a is taken as a support to the first as a guide 

in assuring probabl:e interpretations of Santideva' s meaning in the 

Si.k!?a, and to clarify his expression of certain concepts. The 

Bodhicaryivatara is the more systematic and concise work. While the 

Bodhicaryavatara is an excellent philosophical text, the Siksasamuccaya 

is important because it teaches the practical aspect of a philosophy 

that can be very difficult to tmderstand. 

The Sik~asamllccaya is largely make up of quotations and 

paraphrases from a number of Mahayana texts. Santideva draws from 

such a wide variety of sources so frequently that it is a large 

task in itself to trace his path through a virtual maze of quotations 

and texts. For this paper it will suffice to consider all of the 

,. - i"'_ 

Si~asa.muccaya as Santideva I s own. His specific source will be 

identified only in the footnote. 

It is partly because of his eclectic use of source texts 

that Santideva's po~trayal of the Bodhisattva is so rich and yet 

quite puzzling. While the ideal of Bodhisattvahood is presented 

in al1 its glory another dimension of Bodhisattvahood, the pursuit 

toward this ideal , receives great attention. The climb ftem mortal 

personhood to immortal Bodhisattvahood is the real focus of the 

".. - /-

Sik~a. In this paper Santideva's presentation of the Bodhisattva 

ideal will be explored in contrast to his presentation of the climb 

toward that ideal in order to learn about Santideva I s understanding of 

the Bodhisattva ideal and its significance for the ordinary person. 



CHAPTER ONE 

MORAL WrSOOM 

It is the ~ntention of the Mahayana tradition according 

to Santideva that all beings may become enlightened, that all beings 

may achieve realisation of perfect wisdom. It is this concept of 

salvation which is expressed in the Bodhisattva doctrine. The ideal 

Bodhisattva for the most part can be understood as an enlightened 

being who has mastered the Buddha is wisdom, yet who elects to be 

reborn in the world in order to be of service to others. The 

Bodhisattva's contribution toward ,the eventual enlightenment nf all 

beings is twofold: he undertakes to discipline himself in the way 

of wisdom, and he exerts himself for the benefit and guidance of 

his fellow beings. Wisdom, which the Bodhisattva cultivates and 

exercises, is the key to this religious path. 

The Ethi cs of Wisdom 

Wisdom is attained mainly through meditational practices. 

It is the antedoteto ignorance which is the cause of desire, suffering, 

and rebirth. When wisdom is perfected one is free from all ignorance 

and, like the Buddh!a, is released from the wheel of rebirth. 

According tiO the Madhyamika understanding wisdom is a true 

way of seeing. It is knowledge or perception of existence in its 

3 
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correct form. All factors of existence in truth have sUnyata as 

their essential characteristic. Sunyata can be translated as 

"emptiness" and is often relldered II'void" by Western scholars. - We 

can begin by understanding sUnyata as an indication of the lack of 

self-existence in any given factor of existence. 

What is meant by "lack of self-existence" becomes clearer 

with a look at the doctrine of pratItya-samutpada or relational-

origination. This doctrine indicates the relational condition of 

all factors of existence. l Nagarjuna, the renowned teacher of the 

~~dhyarnika philosophy, says: 

We declare that whatever is relational orlglna
tion is sUrtyata. It is a provisional name ... 
for the mutuali ty (of being) and," indeed, it is 
the middle path. Any factor of experience wp~ch 
does not participate in relational origination 
cannot exist. 2 

This doctrine of relational condition shows that nothing 

exists absolutely and unconditionally. Entities do have empirical 

validi ty yet they cannot be said to be truly or ultimately existent. 3 

As all factors of existence are subject to change and to interaction 

with other factors of existence, no thing can claim independence 

lKenneth K. Inada, Nagarjuna: Mulamadhyamakakarika, (Tokyo: 
The Hokuseido Press, 1970), p. 37. 

2 - - -Nagarjuna, Mulamadhyamakakarika, trans. K. K. Inada (Tokyo: 
The Hokuseido Press, 1970), 24:18-9, p. 148. 

3 T. V. R. Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, (London: 
Unwin Paperbacks, 1980), pp. 7-8. 

"l'il""I" I,,,,, 
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in its current mode of being. Santideva exp lains: 

..• if there were anything not void ... it would 
be fixed in its own nature; it would be firm and 
unchangeable. It has no growth, no dwindling, 
no act, no cause. 4 

A connnon example used to demonstrate this idea is that flame depends 

on fuel for its existence, hence canno't be said to have an independent 

self-nature. The flame exists, but only in relational dependence. 

The doctrine of relational condition at once affirms the 

existence of things and denies them absolute reality. It is called 

the Middle Doctrine because it rej ects two opposite ideas: absolute 

non-being and absolute being. The interdependence of all factors 

of existence upon each other for existence, while no absolute reality 

is enj oyed, is the s.tlnyata of existence. 

Nagarjuna, the great teacher who exhaustively explored the 

implications of sUn¥ata, moved on from this refutation of the 

opposites being and. non-being and asserted that sUnyata does not 

indicate that neither being or non-being is true, nor that both 

being and non-being are true. Indeed, Nagarjuna taught that it is 

undesirable to hold. any view about reality. Any and all assertions 

about reality are inherently false. All such assertions involve 

speculative thought constructions. which prove to be self-contradictory 

upon examination. 5 Accordingly, Nagarjuna produced two masterpieces 

4--- /-
Santideva, Sik~asamuccaya, trans. C. Bendall, W. H. D. 

Rouse, (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1971); "Pusp akutadharani " , 
p. 240. 

5Murti , p. 139. 
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of refutation, his Mulamadhyamakakarika and his Vighrahavyavar~i, 

in which he demonstrates wi'th ruthless consistency the reasoning 

mind's inabilit,rto describe reality. 

Ideation is inheren'tly false. For example it draws arbitrary 

lines of distinction such as in the case of fire and its fuel. Fire 

needs fuel ,in order to exist, yet the presence of fuel does not 

necessarily imply the presence of the fire. Under analysis no satis-

factory sense of distinction exists between these related things, 

yet though they are related they are not identical. This sUnyata 

of the thing considered also applies to the idea of the thing con-

sidered. While fire is a relational thing the idea of fire is likewise 

only a provisional idea. Ideas are not adequate vehicles for knowing 

reality. Nagarjt.ma' 5 8.:rguments in fact are directed agains't the 

holding of views or ideas about reality. 
/- -'Sunyata he maintains is 

not such a view, it is merely a word used to des-cribe a truth which 

the intellect cannot adequately grasp. 

The refuta~ion of views is an important task for Nagarjt.ma 

because ideation is the work of ignorance on all levels, from the 

ordinary way of perceiving objects to the philosopher's way of 

positing a view in, order to explain reality. On the mundane level 

the work of ignorance can be described as follows. When an object 

is perceived as something concrete and tangible desire can be felt 

for that obj ect. Since the obj ect is truly of the nature of sUnyata 

being subject to change, desire is thwarted and there results 

suffering. 

'" "r"[i 
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This suffering is not caused by the object but is caused 

by a false apprehension of the object. Nagarjuna explains that 

when this hacit of false apprehension is abandoned. release from 

suffering results: "":': 

There is mo~a Irelease] from the destruction 
of karmic defilements which are but conceptual
isation. These arise from mere conceptual play 
(prapaffca) which are in turn banished in 
sUriyata. 6 

The pattern of ignorance and suffering which is broken by apprehension 

of sUnyata is repeated on all levels. Murti explains this on the 

philosophical 1 evel..: 

A view is plausible because we prize it; we are 
enamored of its externals. We hold fast to it 
as truth. No doubt the process is unconscious 
and goes beyond empirical experience; it may even 
be beginningless. Nevertheless it acts as a 
cover'cavara~a) in hiding the real from us. In 
that state we do not even know that it is a view. 
So long as we are in illusion. we do not know 
it as illusion. We become aware of its contradic
tions •. as we analyse it and know it inside out. 
Self-conscious reflection is not possible if any
thing were taken as true and unitary. as simple. 
When we entertain a view, we are possessed by it; 
we look at things in this colored way and are 
not even conscious of it. Only as a contrast is 
felt between what appeared and what it really 
turns out to be, there is self-consciousness. 
We must stand aside and perceive the inner flaw 
or fissure in our position. This is analysis 
or sunyat~ which splits up entities and exhibits 
their inner nature' 7 

6 - -Nagarjuna, 18:5, p. 114. 

7 Murti, p. 136. 

:r[: 
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While sUnyata is the way reality actually presents itself, 

prajna (wisdom) is the apprehension of this truth of reality, lOr 
. , 

rather it is the apprehension of sUnyata itself. Murti explains 

that reality is inaccessible to reason as demonstrated by Nagarjuna. 

It is intuition,' direct and unencumbered by reason that perceives 

reality as ~t is. 8 Marion L. Hatics, who has done considerable 

work with Santideva's text, the 'Bodhicaryavatara, agrees but with 

an important qualification: 

Prajna, in the Mahayana, is whatever understanding 
of anything is left after conceptual knowledge 
has been discarded. Any picutre which we may 
form in, the imagination is by definition false .... 
It can only be said to be Emptiness--and even this, 
one might question, since Emptiness is an idea .... 
Even thle term "intuitive experience" is a concept 
of the rational mind. g 

Wisdom then can be spoken of as the end of all views. As apprehension 

of sUnyata it is not a view in itself. It belongs to an order other 

than that of rationality and conceptualisation. 

There is one further aspect of thestlrtyata of things remaining· 

for discussion and it is the most important aspect as far as' Santi de va 

is concerned. This is sUnyata as it applies to self and selfhood. 

As sunyata is demonstrable by reductio ad absurdum with regard to 

objects and concepts, so is it demonstrable with regard to the 

8Ibid ., p. 136. 

911farion L. Matics, Bodhici tta and Bodhisattva: A Study 
of the Bodhicaryavatara of'Santideva, (Columbia University Ph.D. 
thes~s, 1960), p. 269. 

'1' '1["[' 
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personal self and ideas about the self. Nagarjuna says: 

Grasping ceases to be where, internally and 
externally, (the ideas of) individuality and 
self-identity are destroyed. From the cessation 
of grasping the cessation of birth also follows .10 

Hence perception of sunyata in things external and of oneself 

constitutes release from suffering, the antedote to ignorance .. 

This idea of no-self is central to Buddhist philosophy, and though 

Nagarjuna did not expand a great deal on the theme of personal 

selflessness Santideva works it out thoroughly. Being concerned 

"'-with the Bodhisattva discipline and practice in wisdom, Santideva 

fills in Nagarjuna's outline demonstrating the psychological and 

behavioural implications of wisdom. 

Santideva says: "Desire for selfhood is the chief root of 

all pains. ,,11 " .• ~Hence by means IOf one I s desire for the extinction 

f 1 · d . "12 o sorrow, et W1S om ar1se. H'This thought is with me always, 

night and day, sorrow is caused by the evil deed. 1113 For Santideva 

evil is not a malignant exterior force which is beyond human control. 

It is caused by human ignorance and can be made to cease by human 

effort and knowledge. In this way the notions of ignorance and of 

10 - - . NagarJuna, 18:4, p. 114. 

11/ -
Sik~a, p. 318. 

l2Santideva, Bodhicaryavatara in Entering the 'Path of 
Enlightenment, trans. M. L. Matics, (London: George Allen and 
Unwin Ltd., 1971), 9:1, p'. 21l. 

13rbid., 2:63, p. 152. 

''I'' '1'li 
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wisdom as its antedate have an ethical quality. Sorrow and its 

opposite are recognised as subject to the human will. They are the 

respective results, of man's fo lly and wisdom. Evil, which comes 

from ignorance, stems from a false idea of reality and of self. 

From the philosophical and metaphysical renunciation of 

self-ness il! oneself and in things comes the expression of selfless-

ness by the individual in action and motivation. Philosophical 

traimIlg in sunyata" the cultivation of wisdom through discipline 

of the mind, leads to an ethic of complete selflessness which 

culminates in pure altruism. 

Santideva teaches this ethic of altruism tirelessly. 1\70 

of the most important themes with which he works are the teaching 

of the identity of onets self and another' (paratmasamata) and the 

practice of the trans,ference of the self and the other (paratmaI:arivartana~. 

Concerning the equality of self and other he says: 

One must exercise oneself in making no difference 
between others and self if the thought of becoming 
a Buddha is to become strong. Self and not-self 
exist only relatively, just as the hither and 
further banks of a river, and therefore is false. 
That bank is not of itself the other bank; then 
in relation to what could this bank exist? Self
hood is not of itself realised, then in relation 
to what would there be another?14 

This idea is repeated in both the Siksa and the Bodhicaryavatara~: 

Since fear and sorrow are pleasing neither to 
me nor to another, what, then, is the distinction 
of the self that I protect it and not another?15 

14/ - -Sik;;a, "Tathagataguhya", p. 315. 

l5 BCY , 8:96, p. 202. " -Sik~a (karika 1), p. 3. 

fl' 
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Of course given the Madhyamika position there is no such distinction 

to be found. 

To understand the import of the teacing of transference 

of self and other it must be remembered that sorrow, given equality 

of self and other is a shared ailment. The awakened being in whom 

all sense of self has been overcome knows that there is complete 

identi ty between the individual and the collective good. Santideva 

uses the analogy of the parts of the body. Though they are distinct 

they are to be preserved as one. Likewise the world has many parts 

but it is to be preserved as a whole: "A..'1other's sorrow is to be 

16 
destroyed by me because it is sorrow like my own sorrow." Murti 

explains: 

A man divided in himself must necessarily divide 
himself from others. In the spiritual realm, 
not only is there no such opposition, but the very 
possibility of it is ruled out. Self seeking 
egoi ty is totally abs ent . The pain 0 f another 
is one's own; his troubles are mine. The good 
of one is the good of all beings without reservation. 
All spirituality is the attainment of this universal 
interest and the elimination of private standpoints 
and values' 17 

As long as one being suffers from his ignorant immersion in what 

;' - h h f ' d' 'd I' ,,18 ff' , Santideva calls lit e eresy 0 J.n J.VJ. ua J.ty su erJ.ng .exJ.sts 

and it affects the whole. 

16BCY , 8:90-94, p. 202. 
;' -
Sik~a, pp. 316-18. 

17M , 259 urtJ., p. . 

18 -
satkayadr~ti, see Har Dayal, p. 73. 

';'iiiT 
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/-

5antideva asks: 1\ So why should the body of another not 

19 
be taken as my own?", and he is launched into his teaching of 

the transference o.f self and other. He refers to our habit of 

entertaining the notion "I" with reference to ourselves though there 

is no essential conectness to the idea. "Why then!1, he asks, 

Ilcould not such a notion be produced with regard to other beings ?,,20 

There is no reason why not. So he teaches: "It follows that for 

the sake of tranquillising my own sorrow, and for the tranquillising 

of the other's sorrow, I give mysel f to others and accept others 

21 
as myself." 

Luis O. GOmez, working with these ideas of Santideva states 

that selflessness in the Midhyamika philosophy by the destruction 

of the ideas· "real n and "unreal" II ••• is not merely a sufficient 

condition for ethicS', it also implies ethical values by necessity, 

since it destroys the only real obstacle to the exercise of goodness: 

If - . i,22 se. -conce~ t. In- an ili~nating article he discusses at length 

the implications o:f the sUnyata teaching in ethical philosophy. 

On the one hand '~Unyata necessarily leads to detachment and renuncia

tion, which then leads to altruism in its highest forms,,23 as regards 

19BCY , 8:112, p. 204. 

20..- -
5iksa, P? 316. 

21 BCY , 8:136, . p. 206. 

22Luis O. Gomez, "Emptiness and Moral Perfection", Philosophy' 
East and West, XXIII, 1973, pp. 361-73. 

23 Ibid ., p. 362. 

I . IIi 
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the ego. On the other hand sUnyata also applies to the idea of 

goodness: 

••• as a mere concept, the concept of good is 
bordering with that of evil and with evil actions 
themse]l ves, which, after all, are the final 
outcome of grasping at concepts. But good, as 
an existential attitud'e or as existence itself, 
belongs to what ... is beyond the grasping of 
conceit and concept' 24 

This "good", equated with sUnyata and as the fruit of wisdom 

has been described above as al truis.m. It should be understood here 

in a fully positive sense of active selflessness, the Buddhist term 

for which is "great compassion" CmahakarUI).a). Great compassion is 

always the counterpart of wisdom. Compassion is an idea of the greatest 

importance in the Mahayana tradition. Not only is it the partner of 

wisdom, it is the quali~y which characterises the essentially ethical 

way of being of the Bodhisat'tva. 

Compassion is the crowning virtue, the hallmark of true 

wisdom: "In Great Compassion ... aU the virtues of the Bodhisattvas 

are included .... When great compassion has arisen then all the other 

h d . db' . ,,25 virtues t at pro uce w~s om are usy ~n actlon. Compassion and 

wisdom are undifferentiated in their perfected state. For Santideva 

the relation between them is quite matter of fact: liThe Bodhisattva 

who thus sees things as they are feels profound pity towards all 

24 Ibid., p. 373. 

25' - -Siksa, "Dharmasangiti", p. 261. 
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b 
. ,,26 

e~ngs .... This relation between selflessness and the perception 

of sUnyata. has been examined above" What is essential to note here 

is that compassion as the chief virtue and the root of all true 

morality is only so when illumined by wisdom. Simply everyday compassion 

is beclouded by ignorance. It is partial and conditional. Great 

compassion .is illumined by perfect wisdom and is directed toward 

all beings without discrimination. Compassion, illumined by wisdom 

is the ultimate ethical virtue as an unconditional and unlimited 

regard for the welfare of others. 

Morality per se cannot succeed without the inspiration of 

wisdom. In the world both lofty ideals and specific moral codes 

can break down in their application. Ethics becomes bogged down 

in casuistry, through which exercise the unenlightened intellect 

had little chanc.e of finding satis.faction. The unenlightened approach 

to morality ultimately must end in frustration. 

The Madhyamika explanation of this inability to know the good 

is, that due to ignorance--the misapprehension of reality--we are 

helplessly subjective in our judgements. Particularly, unaware of 

our own sUuyata we are unavoidably self-centered in our views and 

actions. This can only create division between self and other, 

h fl · f· 27 ence con lCt 0 lnterest. Ignorance is an ethical concept as 

is wisdom. Ignorance of sunyata is the cause of all suffering. 

26 Ibid ., p. 119. 

27M . 221 urtl, p. . 

.~: iJ:]' 
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Knowing the good is an ability realised through wisdom which is the 

28 knowledge of reality as it is in truth. The only true solution to 

ethical difficulties is wisdom. Santideva says: 

This is what we mean by wholeheartedness; namely 
full realisation of the doctrine of the Void, 
which implies a knowledge of all kinds. But 
what is this doctrine of the Void "implying a 
knowledge of all kinds"? Why, it means the 

- Doctrine of the emptiness of all existences •.• 
without giving up the practical morality of the 
Bo dhis at tva. 29 

Murti explains this principle in this way: 

The Spiritual discipline of attaining the Enlighten
ment of Buddhahood resolves the moral conflict 
between private and public good. The spiritual 
is the consummation of all values, it is value 
par excellence' 30 

Wisdom and its partner compassion are two aspects of one thing. 

Nurti states that tit ••• tmivers"al love (karuna) and intellectual 

perfection " (praj1'la or sUnyata) are identical.,,31 Matics notes that 

sUnyata is the expression of enlightenment "on the absolute plane, 

and KarUI;la is its active manifestation on the level of phenomenal 

1 
.. ,,32 re at~nty. D. T. Suzuki says: 

28Edl.,rard Conze, Further Buddhist Studies, (Oxford: Bruno 
Cassirer Publishers Ltd., 1954), p. 41. 

29/ - -Sik!?a, IfIDharmasan giti", p. 115. 

30M , "'21 urt~, p..... . 

31 Ib id ., p. 6 . 

32Matics, Bodhicitta, p. 65. 
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These two aspects of Nirv~a, i.e., negatively, 
the destruction of evil passions [prajfi'a], and, 
positively, the practic:e of sympathy, are compli
mentary to each other; and when we have one we 
have .the other. 33 

There are various painstaking ways for scholars to delineate the 

complimentary aspects of these virtues. Santideva simply demonstrates 

that the Bodhisattva who has attained wisdom is a being of compassion: 

Every case of the Bodhisattva's bodily action ... 
or verhal action, or mental, as it 'goes on, 
is regarded from the point of view of his 
fellow creatures, is under the constraining 
power of mighty compassion .... 54 

Although this interrelationship between wisdom and compassion 

with its repercussions as a foundation for morality is widely 

recognised; there is a preference in scholasticism for treating 

wisdom separately. Wisdom is generally treated with emphasis because 

it illumines virtue. Some scholars have charged Santideva with 

ignoring wisdom in favour of emphasizing compassion,35 that he 

ub d" d'" h " " 56 s or l.nates me l.tatl.on to t e actl.ve Vl.rtues. Even Murti who has 

declared that the two are identical goes on to describe compassion 

35D. T. Suzuki, Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism, (New York: 
SchockenBooks, 1963), p. 51. 

34/ -Sik;;a, p. 1l5. 

35 Har Dayal, The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist S~~skrit 
Literature, (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975), p. 42. 

36Louis de Ia Vallee Poussin, "Bodhisattva" in The Encyclopedia 
of Religion.and Ethics, Vol. 2 of 12" ed. Hastings, p. 752. 
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·11 . do 37 as anc~ ary to W~SI m. Though it is true that true compassion 

must be illumined by wisdom~ properly speaking neither is predominant: 

one must always be taken as" including the other. 

This is not without s.upport in the Buddhist tradition. The 

Buddhist path has always expressed itself as one of righteousness: 

the eightfo~d way of action is an essentially moral guideline. Good 

moral standing is a compulsory condition for advancement in meditation. 

Santideva says: 

Here we understand that all outward acts that 
lead to meditation are included under virtue. 
Therefore if you want meditation, you must have 
the virtue of awakened consciousness. So also 
if you want virtue, you must make an effort 
for meditation' 38 

Our use of the word wisdom will therefore always signify moral wisdom. 

Wisdom is an ethical concept~ implying both a concern for the welfarle 

of others and the apprehension of sUnyata. 

The Purpose: Collective Enlightenment 

The sense of morality in wisdom does not corne solely from 

these technical considerations about the nature of reality. There is 

"'-the very large fact to consider that for 5 anti de va the religious 

goal is to save a11 beings. "For it is the whole duty of the 

37Mu t· r ~, pp. 212, 221. 

381' -Siksa, p. 120. 
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Bodhisattva •.. to win over all beings. ,,39 Because the Bodhisattva 

feels the suffering of others as his own, the true cessation of 

suffering must be universal cessation. 
;-
Santideva says: 

When living creatures are in pain there is no 
means of pleasure for men of great pity. 
Therefore I declare this day this sin, that 
harm done to the world is done to those of 
great mercy. 40 

Hence true enlightenment, nirvana, which is total release from suffering, 

must be collective enlightenment. 

The very enormity of this final goal is a crucial factor 

in Santideva's philosophy and understanding of the religious path. 

First and foremost~ it prevents the idea of the religious path 

from having too isolated and individualistic a character. While 

meditation and the necessa~T solitude for the cultivation of wisdom 

/- 41 
are of unqeustionable value to Santideva the counterthrust of 

his teaching lies with the equally unquestionable importance of 

concern for the weI fare of others. For, "A Bodhisattva ... desires 

enlightenment first for all beings, not for himself. ,,42 

This principle of Bodhisattvahood, that he puts others 

before himself finds its logical root in the identity of wisdom 

39Ibid., "Dharmasang1ti", p. 123. 

40 rbid ., "Bhiksuprakfn:akall, p. 154. 

4lrl-.';d., 225 188 95 L;.... pp. , -. 

42Ibid ., "Dharmasa~g1til!, pp. 144-5. 
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and compassion. Santideva's teaching of the transfer of self and 

other is a basic exercise in this attitude. By virtue of his wisdom 

the Bodhisattva is conPassio~ate. He sees that true enlightenment 

must include all beings therefore h.e seeks to share his wisdom with 

others. To do this. though he has great enough wisdom to I eave the 

world of suffering. he elects to maintain his individuality in the 

world and is reborn .• 

Tnere are two paradoxes operating here which deserve notice. 

One is that the Bodhisattva is enlightened but in another sense 

does not enjoy full enlightel~ent. He is himself as enlightened 

as any individual can be, yet he "turns back" from ·Iiinta~a. Hence 

there are two senses of the term l1enlightenment", one individual, 

the other collective. 

The second paradox has to do with the Bodhisattva's choice 

in the matter. To explain logically: 

The Bodhisattva cannot give up his individuality 
by passing over into nirv~a because were he 
to do so he would exhibit a selfishness that 
he cannot have. 43 

He is in some sense compelled to serve the purpose of collective 

wisdom by virtue of his condition of wisdom. However, this is 

somewhat misleading .. 
44 

His compulsion is more positively his freedom. 

The Bodhisattva is free to go about the world in an enlightened 

43Arthur C. Danto, Mysticism and Morality, (New York: 
Basic Books Inc., 1972), p. 76. 

44Mu · 220 , rt~, p. . 

rl'; 
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state. He is free of ignorance which would hold him to the world 

of unenlightenment and which would also cause him to cling to the 
, 45 

prospect of final release. He naturally chooses to dwell in the 

world. 

It is in a qualified sense then, "necessary" for the 

Bodhisattva to work toward the emancipation of all beings, both 

because true emancipation must be collective and because by virtue 

of his share in this enlightenment the Bodhisattva is "moved" to 

work for the welfare of others. Working toward the liberation of 

all beings becomes the focus of the religious way of life for the 

Bodhisattva. He takes the vow: "As the chain of births is endless 

from beginning to end, so long shall I live that holy life for the 

46 well-being of all creatures." 

So the Bodhisattva goes about in the world. Compassion 

can be said to be his way of being in the world, and it is certainly 

his reason. There is much that can be said about his way of being 

in the world. Matics' formulation, that compassion is the manifesta

tion of the ultimate truth in the realm of phenomenal relativity47 

is one way of expressing the Bodhisattva's way of living. Murti 

says that the Bodhisattva has one foot in relative truth and the 

48 other in ultimate truth: 

45Gomez, p. 367. 

46/ - -
Sik~a, "Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabha". p. 14. 

47Matics, Bodhicitta, p. 65. 

48Mu t' r ~, p. 264. 
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KarUIta is the active principle of compassion 
that gives concrete expression to sunyata in, 
phenomenon. If the first is transcendent and 
looks to the Absolute~ the second is fully 
immanent and 100Ies down towards phenomenon. 49 

This formulation of two truths (ultimate and relative) is a 

convenient way of delineating the wisdom/compassion combination. 

Nagarjuna t'eaches: "The teaching of. the Dharma by various Buddhas is 

based on the two truths; namely the relative (worldly) truth and the 

50 absolute (supreme) truth." It is natural then for scholars to want 

to classify parts of the teaching into these categories: nirvana is 

ultimate,sarilsara is relative.Su.nyata is ultimate, conceptualisation 

Cdr~fi) is relative. Of courseprajna and 'karu~a have fallen into place, 

yet it is contrary to the spirit of the teaching to insist on clean 

divisions such as these. Nagarjuna also teaches: "There is no 

di'stinction between 'nirV~a and 'samsara, and also no difference in 

their spheres of action. "S1 It is best to understand these apparently 

contradictory truths as interdependent. Nagarjlll1a says: 

Without relying on everyday common practices 
(i.e. relative truths), the absolute truth 
cannot be expressed. Without approaching the 
absolute truth, nirva~~ cannot be attained. s2 

49 Ib ' d 264 _1._., p. . 

50 - - . 
NagarJlll1a~ 24:8, p. 146. 

slIbid., 25:18, p. 157. 

s2 Ibid ., 24:10, p. 146. 

;i rr 
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Our picture then of the acrobatic Bodhisattva with one foot in the 

relative and the other foot in the absolute is not really necessary. 

Rather one might say that the two truths meet in the person of the 

Bodhisattva. There is "no difference in their spheres of action". 

Wisdom and compassion are best left unseparated. Together they 

characterise the Bodhisattva who is wise and active in the world. 

At this point it is time to return to the Bodhisattva's 

purpose. We have said that he wishes to share his wisdom with all 

beings. We already understand that the ultimate good for all beings 

is to increase in wisdom toward that final end, collective enlightenment. 
/- . 

This increase in wisdom is more connnonly termed by Santideva "increase 

in meritlt. He says, ItIncrease of merit is the root of all increase.,,53 

The Bodhisattva t s merit is very great, he is "well established in 

virtue,,,54 possessed of a "root of goodness lt
•
55 He applies this 

meri t in pursuit of his purpose which is to "foster in all beings 

the will to obtain incomparable wisdom". 56 He must "make all beings 

happy by providing a1l happiness, and completely to emancipate thelll., 

by awakening in them the incomparable supreme wisdom.,,57 

53S" 'ks;: 
~ (1, "Sagaramati", p. 2.52, 

54 Ibid " "Dharmasang1tilt , p. 119. 

55 Ib id., "Vaj radhvaj a l!, p. 257. 

56 Ibid ., "Vajradhvajapari~amana", p. 206. 

57Ib'd 
--~-' , "BhagavatI", p. 183. 

T rii 
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;-

Purpose is a key concept in Santideva's work. In a chapter 

entitled "Increase of Good Conduct" he says: !lIn resolution truly ... 

is the root of the Buddha I s qualities. u S8 When Santideva answers 

the objection that there is no real' being on whom to bestow compassion 

he says: 

If there is no living being on whom does one 
, lavish compassion? On the being who is imagined 
by error to exist, that we may accomplish our 
purpose. 59 

Gomez says: 

This passage, a veritable justification of error, 
will not be as puzzling as it seems if we turn 
back to Santideva' s justification of emptiness 
(sunyata) in'[Bodhicaryavatara] IX:47-53. '.60 

where Santideva presents emptiness as simply the antedate to ignorance 

and therefore as good medicine. Gomez explains quite effectively: 

Thus, the purport of emptiness is the function of 
emptiness, not its essence; for it has no essence. 
Similarly, the purport of compassion is the function 
of compassion. Emptiness and compassion exist 
for the sake of enlightenment'6l 

Nagarjuna, master of paradox, reprimands his opponents who cannot 

find justification for his philosophy: 

58Ib ' d _1_., "Dharmasailgl: ti t!,' p. 259. 

59 Bey, 9:76-77, p. 218. 

601"'~ uumez, p, 366. 

61 Ib i d., p. 367, 
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Let us interrupt here to point out that you do 
not know the real purpose of sUnyata, its nature 
and meaning. Therefore, there is only frustra
tion an~ hindrance' 62 

Hence purpose in a vital sense of the word is of primary importance. 

The Bodhisattva understands this thoroughly, making the wish; "May 

all beings have one common purpose with good friends by seizing upon 

63 the common root of good. It 

One comment remains to be made about the goal of coJLlective 

enlightenment: the saving of all beings is not a small task. 

Indeed it is an infinite task, for the chain of births is endless 

64 Itfrom beginning to end. II The resolution of the Bodhisattva must 

65 therefore be eternal. This is of the greatest importance regarding 

the nature of the religious path as Santideva sees it. 

Too often Buddhist ethics is considered simply 
a doctrine of teleology: the aim is nirva~a, 
the means;sila, 'samadhi, ptajna [morality, meditation, 
wisdom]. Although this might have been true of 
the Hinayanistic view of the path, the bodhi-
sattva doctrine, in displacing the goal of extinc
tion away into eternity and reinterpreting the 
notion of nonsel f in altruistic terms, transformed 
Buddhist ethics' 66 

62 - -Nagarjuna, 24:7, p. 145. 

63' -
Sik~a, p. 35. 

64 Ibid., "Manjusribuddhak~etragw:avyUhalamkara!l, p. 15. 

65 Ibid ., !lAk~ayamati!l, p. 258. 

66 , Gomez, p. 370. 

T :11'1" 
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The result is the understanding that there will always be a "field 

of activity" in which wisdom/compassion may have influence through 

the activity of the Bodhisattva. The displacement of the gOIa! thus 

en.~nces the ethical quality of wisdom, for the purpose of collective 

enlightenment is by no means abandoned because of the difficulty of 

/-

its accomplishment. As Santideva adamantly campaigns, the bodies of 

all lifetimes are wasted without resolution toward the weal of all. 67 

Practice 

Purpose can be a hollow concept unless it is accompanied by 

action. Santideva is no stranger to a host of ideas about the actual 

practice of wisdom. Wisdom is not a pas.si ve quality. It is highly 

dynamic. As Santideva says, "what good is a mere medical treatise 

to the sick?,,68 His Siksasamuccaya is an instruction manual in the 

enlightened way. He takes pains with specific and practical considera-

tions as to the behaviour of Bodhisattvas·, for exanple concerning 

the collection of alms.
69 

One dominant theme in the §~ is the application of merit. 

Santideva says that the essence of the preservation of merit is the 

f · 1· h 70 application 0 merJ.:t to en ~g tenment. This application of merit 

is a comprehensive practice for the Bo~~isattva: 

67/ -Sik.;;a, p. 253. 

68BCY , 5:109, p. 172. 

69" - -" -Siksa, "Ratnarasi, Patnamegha, Ugraparip;-ccha", pp. 127-30. 

70Ibid ., p. 156. 

tli 
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In him, whatever acts are concerned with robes, 
alms-bowl, lying or sitting, the needs of sickness, 
medicine, going to and fro, standing or sitting 
by the body and so forth, in the sphere of daily 
life, steadiness in deportment and inexcitability, 
acts of feeling, voice and mind, good conduct, 
closure of the six senses, acts of clothing, 
rubbing and bathing one's person, eating, drinking, 
and chewing, service of one t s body, in stretching 
out or drawing in, looking and watching, sleeping 
and waking,--in all this there is no act that is 
not applied to acquisition of omniscience for the 
Bodhisattva whose thought is busy with the good 
and profit of all beings .... 71 

When he makes his solemn aspirations " ... this phrase,' I apply', ... 

72 is to be used everywhere, II for to be of significance the Bodhisattva's 

wisdom and merit must be applied. 

The application of merit and wisdom for the sake of all beings 

invol ves interaction with these beings. It is of significance that 

the perfections (p&ramita) have a great deal to do with the skills of 

interaction. The perfections are the supreme virtues which the 

Bodhisattva cultivates. Santideva uses the scheme of six perfections 

--namely, generosity edana), moral conduct' CSiIa), patience (ksanti) , 

strength Cvirya), and wisdom (prajna), --in the organisation of his 

- - 73 presentation in the Bodhicaryavatara. There are four additional 

perfections--skillful means (upayakausalya), resolution (pra~idhana), 

power (hala) , and knowledge (jnana), --which are important themes in 

71 Ibid ., "VajradhvajapariI}amana", p. 206. 

72 Ib ' d -.-~-., "Dasabhilmaka", p. 268. 

73Matics, Bodhicitta, p. 113. 
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,/ -the Siksa • . 

Of these ten virtues almost all possess some aspect of inter-

action. nana, ~ving, is an obvious case. "'-Sila, moral conduct is 

similar. Ksanti, patienc~, acts largely as an antedote to anger. 

These three are virtues which directly involve others. Prajna, 

wisdom, jnana, knowledge, and upayakausalya, skill in means, are 

related to each other. snana is the knowledge of all kinds that 

accompanies the perfection of wisdom. upayakausalya is skill in 

means (largely in teaching) and it depends on onmiscience (a combination 

of prajnaparanlita and jnana). Skill in means is the wonderful ability 

to do and say the right and most helpful thing in all cases. 

Santideva specifically highlights two of the perfections, 

patience and strength (or energy) in·§ik~isamuccaya, devoting a 

chapter to each. He is particularly inspired on the theme of energy 

which is an essential resource of the Bodhisattva. He says: 

What is the increase of activity? The same as 
increase of energy as it is described in the 
SagaramatiSutra: liThe Bodhisattva, Sagaramati, 
must always practice energy by sustained effort. 
Keen of will must he be, and he must not drop the 
yoke. When the Bodhisattvas practice energy, 
Sagaramati, it is not hard for them to get perfect 
supreme enlightenment. Why is this? Where energy 
is, Sagaramati, there is enlightenment. But when 
men are lazy, enlightenment is far far away. 
The lazy cannot be generous, ... the lazy has no 
understanding and no benefit for others' 74 

As wisdom is the enlightening virtue, chief in that it allows the 

other virtues to be perfected, energy is a chief virtue in that it 

74" -
Sik~a, p. 252. 
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is the resource of sheer vigour that supports the practice of t~e 

other virtues ° 

The practice of every perfection is of such 
difficui ty that the quali ty of character whi ch 
prompts the undaunted practice of anyone of them 
is itself a perfection: vfryao 75 

The Bodhisattva's purpose and resolve are infinite and if he is to 

practice wisdom he must have an endless store of strength. 
,,-

One of Santideva's greatest concerns is that through lack of 

strength the Bodhisattva will become despondent in the face of his 

overwhelming responsibility. Santideva describes a variety of methods 

to be 'used in preventing such a catastrophe. Of himself in the 

Bodhicaryavatara he says: "I am stupid only because I make no effort. n 76 

A very typical example of Santideva's kind of encouragement toward 

energy and effort is as follows: 

Even those who formerly were gnats, mosquitos, 
flies, and worms have obtained the uttermost 
enlightenment, so very difficult to obtain, 
by reason of resolution and effort. How much 
more am I, having been born a man, able to know 
advantage and disadvantage?77 

Collective nirval),a and the increase of merit on which it deplends 

are hard won. They are dependent on the effort, practice and diligence 

75Matics, Entering the Path of Enlightenment, (London: 
George Allen and Un~~n Ltd., 1971), p. 59. 

76Bcy, 4:41, p. 161. 

77Ib1'd., 7 18 9 157 : -, p. . 
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of the Bodhisattvas. 

We cannot leave a discussion of the Bodhisattva's practice~ 

however,brief~ without emphasising Santideva's insistence that the 

Bodhisattva be possessed o·f the practical skills of teaching. The 

Bodhisattva is expected to preach the Good Law. He "should liken 

himself to the physician and the Law to medicine, and the hearers 

.s:: h L . ,,78 o~ t e aw to patlents .... The Bodhisattva should make a favourable 

impression on his audience. He should be clean. friendly, tireless 

79 
and ready with myriads of examples. This is one instance where 

the Bodhisattva's skill in means. comes into play. He is instructed: 

Speak not hastily to them, but examining the 
recipient, if you discern a fit recipient then 
preach even uninvited. If you should see 
wicked persons many standing in the assembly, 
do not preach austerity, but praise the virtues 
of giving gifts, If there should be persons 
of moderate desires~ pure~ established in virtue, 
you should win their friendship and preach 
austerity, SO 

These skills are the basic tools of the Bodhisattva's trade. 

Unless he can impart his wisdom to others his ow'll enlightenment 

accomplishes nothing. He is resolved: 

So must I apply my root of good that all creatures 
may gain exceeding great happiness, the happiness 
of all-knowledge. I must be charioteer, I must 

78/ - -
Sik~a, "Sagaramati" , pp. 312-13. 

79 Ibid ., "SaddharmapuI;l9-arJ:ka", p. 311. 

80 Ibid ., "CandrapradJ:pa", p .. 312. 
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be guide, I must be torch-bearer, guide to safety, 
one who has obtained lucky times, master of 
resource, knower of good, I must take the place 
of the boat of all-knowledge amid the ocean of 
tranS1lligration, I must be able to apply merit, 
I must be the guide to the other shore •... 81 

The Importance of Perfection 

The highest achievement for the Bodhisattva is to achieve 

the perfection of wisdom (prajnaparamita). Only when wisdom is 

perfected are its benefits fully enjoyed. The greatest compassion 

is the partner only of perfect wisdom. Full and complete understanding 

of sUnyata enhances the Bodhisattva's ability to achieve perfection 

in the other virtues: 

All the otherparami ta~ are meant to puri fy the 
mind and make it fit to receive the intuition 
of the absolute'Cprajna). It isprajna-paramita 
again that can complete them, make each of them 
a paramiti--a perfection." .. Without the realisation 
of the ultimate, no virtue can be practiced fully. 82 

Santideva states quite bluntly that a Bodhisattva who wishes to purify 

83 84 his thought or to defeat the powlers of evil or to please 'the Buddha 

Tlmust learn the perfection of wisdom. That is the substance of it. ,,85 

8IIb~d., ''\". dh . II 257 ... I a J ra va J a , p. '. 

8~urti, p. 267. 

83/ -
Sik~a, p. 242. 

84 Ibid., IIBhagavatII1 , p. 226. 

85Ibid., p. 226. 
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The significance of perfection comes to light in this example. 

The Bodhisattva says: 
. 'j.' 

If'any persons should uproot me out of life, 
then I must not feel hatred or anger; I must 
not offend even against them ••• ; thus by me at 
that moment will be fulfilled the perfection of 
charity, the perfection of virtue, the perfection 
of compassion; and the supreme and perfect 

. enlightenment will be attained. 86 

Only one who truly sees sunyata could make this complete sacrifice, 

maintaining compassion even for his own murderers. The perfection 

of charity for example is possible only when wisdom is perfected: 

When he has this renunciation in g1.vl.ng, 
renunciation of the passions of all creatures 
by knowledge of \<dsdom, non-abandonment of all 
creatures by knowledge of expedients, so young 
sir, the Bodhisattva becomes self-sacrificing 
in heart, and his gifts are like the sky [pure]'S7 

When the Bodhisattva has perfection of wisdom his actions are pure, 

. h 88 d t1 'f' " f 1"' " caus1.ng no arm to creatures~ an purl. 1.cat1.on 0 re 1.g1.o'Us act1.on 

comes from behaviour pervaded by the Void and by Pity. ,,89 

Tne purity that is associated with the perfection of wisdom 

,is useful to the Bodhisattva when he practices the application of 

merit. The application of merit for the good of others is called 

transfer of merit, or parinamana. This concept is central in the 

86 Ibid ., If Prajnaparamita" , pp. 308-9. 

87Ib "d __ 1._, , trGaganaganj air, p. 247. 

88 Ib1.' d.. "Al t' " 248 , q;ayama 1. , p. . 

89 Ibid., p. 247. 
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Mahayana tradition. In Santideva's Siksa we see that the Bodhisattva . 

who is pure has great resources of merit to give to others: 

When the Bodhisattva has the law-body [wisdom]' 
all beings distressed by passions, faults, 
delusion, who touch his body, no sooner do they 
touch it than all their passions are calmed •.. ; 
tha t is, by the purity that comes from this 
Bodhisattva's former devotion. For this is 
the reason the person must be purified. gO 

This power that works toward the increase of merit is a quality of 

Buddhahood. A Buddha 

is a gate of merit for the three worlds, cleansing 
all creatures; a field full of great merit, a 
gladsome circle of w~sdom, illuminating the 
infinite world increasing the mass of merit .... 91 

This excellence in virtue is the Bodhisattva's goal. "The Bodhisattva 

must in every way make it his obj ect that all may feel confidence 

as soon as they see him", 92 for ''he increases infinite merit by 

whom enlightenment is attained. ,,93 Thus, to achieve his end the 

Bodhisattva must achieve the perfection of wisdom. 

Transferring of merit ~~d inspiration of confidence are not 

the only benefits accruing to perfection. The Bodhisattva is also 

a preacher of the doctrine .. or law" The gift of the law is the 

gOIb'd __ 1._, , "Tathagataguhya", pp. 157-8. 

9lIbid., IIGa~9-avyijha", p. 277. 

92 Ibid .• "Dharmasanglti". p. 123. 

93Ibid ., "GaJ:~avyUha", p. 277. 
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greatest gift the Bodhisattva can give.
94 

To open the eyes of his 

listeners to the law the Bodhisattva must be a skillful teacher. 

He "must£irst know the bent of disposition in his fellowmen, and 

only then must preach the Law to them according to their disposition 

., d ,,95 l.n Que or er. This means that the Bodhisattva must have 

upayakauSalya, skill in means. With this skill he knows the thoughts 

of each creature and can sayar do the very best thing for bringing 

about the awakening of his audience. tfWnen a Bodhisattva has pure 

resol ve, from his own imagination come forth teaching and instruction. ,r96 

Skill in means is counted as one of the perfections and 

is certainly among the highest achievements in the Bodhisattva's 

career. Its usefulness goes beyond the practice of preaching and 

it is associated wi"th the miraculous powers of fully realised Bodhisattvas. 97 

In their skillfulness Bodhisattvas become whatever or whomever is 

needed to help and to guide others. ''Whenever there is need of 

endless training and endless practice, they have endless knmv1edge 

and release endless creatures.,,98 Skill in means then is the 

94Th" d _l._. , "Prajnaparami ta", ]? 311. Har Dayal, p. 248. 

95Ibid ., "Akasagarbha", p. 63. 

96Ib "d __ l._. , "Dharmas angIt i ", p. 259. 

97D. T. Suzuki, On Indian Mahayana Buddhism, (New York: 
Harper and Row Publishers, 1968), p. 76. 

98S/' k - ltV" 1 k':" . . d -'" 291 l. sa, l.ma a l.rtl.nl.r esa , p. . 

''/' '11""" 
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operation of omniscience and of miraculous transformation in the 

Bodhisattva's pursuit of his great purpose. 

Perfection--in wisdom, compassion, skillful means, and the 

other virtues--is without question the ideal toward which all 

Bodhisattvas strive. With plerfection he becomes truly effec:tive 

in his purp~se through preaching, example, gifts of merit, a.nd a 

score of other miraculous abilities. In all of these activities 

the perfection of wisdom is the Bodhisattva t s root asset as the 

condition for the flowering of the other virtues without which 

the Bodhisattva would have little influence in the world. 

Prajnaparamita and mahaka~a are the support and force behind 

upayakauSalya, the means. These three combine in the person of the 

Bodhisattva who lives for a purpose and who has striven for perfection 

in its pursuit. 

T . Iii 



CHAPTER TWO 
THE BODHISATTVA 

According to the philosophical background, we have seen 

that the Bodhisattva is a being of moral wisdom. Naturally the 

perfect Bodhisattva has perfect moral wisdom. Indeed. wisdom and 

the Bodhisattva are most easily considered in a perfected state. 

As we have seen, perfection is the raisori dt~tre of the Bodhisattva, 

yet to simply conclude that the perfect Bodhisattva is a being of 

perfect wisdom is hardly sufficient. The Sanskrit word "Bodhisattva" 

is a compound word of two parts. Sodhi means perfect wisdom or 

enlightenment; sattva means being. The relationship of meaning 

between these two words can be interpreted in more than one way. 

The first accords with our discussion thus far: The Bodhisa.ttva is 

a being of perfect wisdom, or whose essence is perfect wisdom. 

Another, which expresses a new possibility is that the Bodhisattva 

is a being whose intention is (to achieve) perfect wisdom. l In 

other words there ·a:re two possible kinds of Bodhisattva, the perfect 

and the imperfect, the novicle and the advanced. 2 

The evidence in Sintidevaus Sik?asamuccaya does not favour 

lVallee Poussin, "Bodhisattva!!, p. 752. 

2Ibid., p. 743. 
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one or the other meaning. For every description of a perfect 

"'-Bodhisattva Santideva also mentions an imperfect novice-Bodhisattva. 
" 

According to Santideva ·then~· perfection itself is not the only 

"'-criterion for using the title "Bodhisattva". Santideva presents 

quite a variety of Bodhisattva types. Some are so miserably weak 

that they s~em to diefy any sense of their title. One can It help 

"'-but wonder what Santideva I s common denominator among them would be. 

Of the two main types, perfect and imperfect, the perfect is the most 

easily recognized and defined. Imp~rfect novice-Bodhisattvas in the 

'" -Sik~a are of two further kinds: there are sincere beginners and 

there are fallen novice-Bodhisattvas. Neither of these is perfect 

but there is a notable difference between the two. 

TYPES OF BODHISATIVAS 

The Ideal Bodhisattva 

/-

The perfect Bodhisattva in Santideva's words, 

... never delights in sensuality, he is heroic, 
pure in morals, good:in virtuous conduct; he 
takes the vow and dwells on the air of the 
forest. devotes himself to. meditation and attains 
excellence. No diminution of knowledge is there 
for him, he loses not anyho~r the thought of 
enlightenment' 3 

He is never fearful even in the face of torture. 4 His wonderful 

3'" - -Siksa, "Avalokana", pp. 272-3. 

4Ibid ., "Prasantavinis cayapratiharya " , p. 18. 
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"-qualities receive endless praise from Santideva. These sons of 

Buddhas are spirt tual heroes who embody the ideal of perfect wisdom. 
"..,-. ~-',,;, -' . 

lnPrajnaparamita literature the perfect Bodhisattva is 

the dominant figure. He is presented as a celestial being whose 

,; -good will shines benevolently down into the world. In the Sik~a-

samuccaya the ideal Bodhisattva is not as often portrayed in his 

celestial abode as in the worldly sphere. Nevertheless his godliness 

and miraculous abilities are duly portrayed by Santideva. 

In chapter eighteen these Bodhisattvas are seen emitting 

"miraculous rays It • 

They, because of the world's welfare,emitting 
glory beyond thought, shedding rays of glory, 
conve.rt all creatures; to tho s e crea tures who 
s-ee the glory there comes a beautiful and fruitful 
and transcendent source of wisdom. S 

The miraculous rays are many in number, among them are included 

rays such as the ray of Brilliant Wisdom, the ray of Accumulating 

Merit, the ray Causing Delight, and so on. Each ray acts as an 

antedate or medicine in the world. Finishing his discussion of the 
/-

. miraculous rays Santideva says: 

Those masses of Rays create a beautiful lotus 
as large as the universe of three thousand 
worlds; they [Bodhisattvas] appear seated upon 
this blossoming lotus; such is the magical 
display of this meditation. They raise up other 
lotuses as many as the atoms of dust in ten 
fields of Buddha, together with a surrounding 
company; for they are surrounded with the sons 
of the Buddhas, some in a state of meditation 

Sr' . d ....E2:..-. , "RatnolkadharaI].I II , p. 296 . 
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and some not. Beings \\rho have been ripened 
by these sages, and perfected by them in a 
Buddha's virtues, surround the great lotus, 
and stand ,in the celestial regions with out
stretched handso 6 ' 

"~ .. 

Above is the type of depiction commonly read in Prajnap arami ti 

literature. 

Sintideva feels that it is necessary to demonstrate that 

these miraculous displays are literally existent. He says: 

Sun and moon moving in the sky show their 
reflection in spring, lake, pool, well, or 
tank, in vessel, jewel, ocean, or river, of all 
parts. In the same way, these heroes show their 
bodies infinite in all ten regions, knowing 
all ways of meditation and deliverance, where 
the Tathagata is visib Ie in his' own essence •... 
Clouds born of the wind give rain; again, clouds 
are dispelled by the wind; by the wind the corn 
grows in the' world, wind brings blessings to 

. all creatures in the world. And this wind is 
unpracticed in the highest perfections, unprac
ticed in the Buddhats virtues. Why should not 
they who show infinite ripening for the world 
who have obtained the best, show miraculous 
transformations? 7 

These are the Bodhisattvas who, using the skillful means of 

perfect wisdom, reach all beings. It is before this celestial 

brotherhood that the beginning Bodhisattva must declare his vows. 8 

Wi th these great beings the unenlightened may take refuge' and seek 
,-

protection. Santideva says: 

6Ibid ., IIRatnolkadharaJ).l, pp. 303-4. 

7 Ibid., pp. 305-6. 

8Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
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.,'. 

May the Bodhisat"tvas endowed with the powers 
of mercy that walk the earth for the good 
of all creatures, mighty, protect me, always 
a siru:te~.~ ,I take refuge with the many Bodhisattvas' 9 

Like the'Tathagata (Buddha), BhaishajyajuruvaidUryaprabharaja, 
". ::' -. : ,~:.::.: 'h",,:\:":"; . 

whose name if used in worship protects from misery,IO Bodhisattvas 
/-

who respond to propitiation are mentioned by Santideva. The Bodhisattva 

AkaSagarbha hears the confessions of sinners, appearing before his 

supplicants in a dream, indicating the sins and teaching skill in 

11 means. "~en a woman remembers the names of the four Bodhisattvas--

Jnanottaraprabhaketu, Pra~idhanamati, Santendriya, and Manjugho~a--

that woman will be reborn as a man in furtherance of her religious 

aspirations.12 The great Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara appears in the 

·Si~a. He expotmds on compassion, being a specialist in that virtue. 13 

Whoever worships his name is reborn as a god or in AvalokiteSvara's 

paradise where enlightenment is much nearer. 

These fully realised Bodhisattvas, named or unnamed are 

referred to frequently by Santideva. As he speaks of their many 
,-

virtues, Santideva speaks of them as perfect, as a full Bodhisattva 

9Ibid ., p. 167. 

10Th'd 
--~-"' "Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabharaja ll

, p. 170. 

11Th 'd 
--~-., pp. 68-9. 

12 Th ' d --~-' , "BhaiSyaguru*" , p . 171. 

l3 Ibid ., "Dharmasanglti " , p. 261. 
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,,-
would embody them. The reader is fully aware that for Santideva 

these perfected beings are not only important but that they are numerous 
. ~ . " .. , 

as well. There is a great spiritual connnuni ty offering guidance and 

protection> on which, the novice-Bodhisattva can depend. 

The Novice-Bodhisattva 

These are the Bodhisattvas who are earnestly working through 

the early stages of their careers. They are both highly praiseworthy 

for their intentions and precariously near to the danger of sin. 

Some are householders though most are monks. They are likely to become 

despondent or afraid in the face of their enormous task. Mara the 

evil one takes special effort against them. None is perfect~ but 

each has formed the intention to become perfect. One may liken 

Santideva himself to this type based on his words in the Bodhicaryava

tara: "I go to the Buddha for refuge until Enlightenment is reached." 14 

It is with this group that Santideva has the greatest interest. 

" -The Siksasamuccaya is a guide for these imperfect novice-Bodhisattvas 

... -who are desirous of improvement. Santideva tells them of meditational 

practices,lS of the Madhyamika philosophy, 16 he leads his readers 

hr h f 0 f 0 17 d °nf h f th b fOt f t oug con ess~on 0 s~n, an ~ orms t em 0 e ene ~ S 0 a 

14BCY , 1:26, p. 149. 

15' -Sik!?a, p. 304. 

16Ibid ., chs. 13, 14. 

17 Ibid., ch. 8. 
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h ' ful frame of JIlJ.·nd. 18 
wors~p Reteaches them in detail how to avoid 

evil-doing and other pitfalls they are likely to encounter, 19 Even 
i·~ .; 

the more obvious points of demeanor are explicitly advised: "Do 

not fill the mouth in eating~ or make a noise~ and stuff the cheeks; 

sit not with dangling leg; chafe not the surface of the arm. ,,20 

Above all (1.dvice, 'the value of the perfections is most emphasised. 

Most of those addressed are monks~ as much of Santideva's 

advice concerns the monastic order, for instance the collection of 

alms. Especially in chapter four the monks' duties to his brothers 

,,-
and sisters in the order are discussed. On occasion Santideva refers 

to Bodhisattvas who are householders: 

•. ,the Bodhisattva who lives in a household must 
eschew partiality and hostility, unspot.ted by 
the eight worldly conditions. If he has property, 
if he has wife and son ••. he must not be puffed 
up~ he must not be excited' 21 

In this world, householder, the house
owning Bodhisattva seeks his enjoyments 
rightly and not wrongly. fairly not illlfairly; 
he is right-living not worng-living' 22 

Thus Santideva includes in his audience householders who embrace 

18 Ibid . , ch. 17. 

19 Ibid . , chs. 3, 4, 5. 

20Ibid . , p. 125. 

21 Ibid .• "Ugradattapariprccha" • p. 176. 

22 Ibid . , "Ugrada t tapari prc I:ha" , p. 245. 
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the Bodhisa~tva ideal, though it is quite clear that the monk is 

his proper student: 

There never was a Buddha aforetime., nor shall 
there be in future, nor is there now, who could 
attain that highest wisdom whilst he remained 
in the hous'ehold life. 23 

Whether in the household or in the order. these novice-

Bodhisattvas by virtue of their religious aspirations are highly 

praiseworthy. Sintideva points out that the novice-Bodhisattva, 

though he may have a long way to go is certainly not to abandon his 

purpose just because of this: 

The 'Tathagata saints of supreme and full enlight
enment in the past present or future gain it 
in each case by a way or method such as this, 
in fact by this self-same energy they gain it~ 
until they become 'Tathagatas and attain to 
supreme enlightenment. So I too will strive 
and endeavor by the energy which is the common 
attribute and the support of all beings to gain 
the incomparable and perfect enlightenment' 24 

The novice-Bodhisattva who has just formed the intention for enlight-

enment is described in this way: 

A tiny sparrow cast forth from the egg-membrane 
without the shell fully broken and without as 
yet having stepped forth from the egg, utters 
a sparrow'"s cry; even so, a Bodhisattva l\-Tapt 
in the membrane of ignorance, without breaking 
the heresy of a self, or stepping forth from 
the triple world, utters the cry of a Buddha, 
the cry of void, unconditional and untrammelled' Z5 

23Ibid ., "Candrapadlpa", p. 188. 

24 Ibid ., "Ratnamegha", p. 55. 

25 Ibid., "Ratnakaral).ga", p. 6. 
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Theugh the incepter in seme sense "utters the cry of a Buddha" 

his being "wrapt in the membrane ef ignerance" is net an incidental 
... '- ".' '",,',: 

preblem.The nevice-Bedhisattva is-training in earnest fer the 
,0',- " 

supreme achievement ...... He needs guidance, supervisien, and must. 

discipline himself according to. rules until such time as he is able 

to. judge fer himself what is the best ceurse of actien in every 

circumstance. The nevice must go threugh endless processes such as 

this: If it be only by such censiderations as: "Whether I give 

this thing up or no, I shall come to be without substance, whether 

I will or no., I must semeday submi't to. death. and then that obje~t 

will leave me, and I shall leave i't ... " and so en, that the novice-

Bedhisattva is abl e to give semething away. then he must frankly avew: 

r am but a weak vessel, and geedness is but 
stunted in me. I am but a beginner in the 
Great Vehicle. I have no cemmand over my heart 
to. give it up. I am full of the heresy ef 
attachment to. this· werld; for I am sunk in pride 
and selfishness. Be patient with me, geod sir, 
and be net wreth. I will act, perferm, and exert 
all vigeur to. fulfil thy desire and that ef all 
mankind. 26 

Such is the acute discipline ef th~~ zealeus beginner. 

Not enly is 1:he nevice-Bedhisattva weak in geedness, he is 

terribly like lyte cemmi t sins. lv'..ara the evil ene is the beginner IS 

greatest fee. He works en the novice":Bedhisattva I s weaknesses and 

'-incemplete virtues. Santideva devotes three chapters to the aveidance 

ef evil. He lists the Heeks ef Mara among \'lhich are included false 

26Ibid ., "Ugradattapariprc cha" , p. 22. 
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friends and hypocrisy. Other evils include despondency, want of 

devoted enthusiasm, over-enthusiasm, preaching to unripe audiences, 

boasting, sloth, falling into_heresy, stealing the goods of the stupa 

(shrine), expressing angel' '~o another Bodhisattva" and so on. These 

are largely human frailties which are easy to imagine in the beginner' 

Bodhisattvas. One can also imagine that these problems were very 

/-

real in the monastic community for Santideva to make these warnings 

against them. Beginn-er Bodhisattvas we see are plagued by faults, 

and for each fault enlightenment moves farther away. Therefore the 

novice-Bodhisattvas must be watchful and concentrate in increasing 

their stores of merit. 

/-

Santidevats advice to these novice-Bodhisattvas is very sound: 

he suggests that they perform their duties according to their abilities. 

It is the gre.atest sin against the world to profess to be of the 

Great Vehicle or to be in pursuit IOf the highest enlightenment and 

27 then not to keep even one course of good conduct. If the novice-

Bodhisattva overlooks the duties of his station even for a moment 

h ' '1 f' 28 e 1S gu1 ty 0 Sln. Santideva indulgently includes this statement 

however: that "there is no sin as concerns matters that are beyond 

29 one's power." Even so: 

27 Ib' d _1_., p. 14. 

28Ibid . , p .. 16. 

29 Ibid . , p. 16. 
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•.• there are two cases of sin on the part of 
the Bodhisattva: firs't, where he conunences his 
action without having first considered its 
adaptability or the revers-e to his powers ••• ~ 
the second is where he has fully weighed the act 
on its merits yet" transgresses and incurs the 
reproach of even the pariah slave. 30 

""-In the Bodhicaryavatara Santideva has this to say of taking the 

Bodhisattva path: "First all conditions are to be considered. 

One should begin or not begin, for indeed, not beginning is better 

h h . b d . b k ,,31 t an av~ng egun an turn~ng ac ..... Hence we see that it is 

most important that since a novicets ability is uncertain, he must 

be careful not to overreach himself: 

..• man must have due regard to his own powers" 
in undertaking even one meritorious act and then 
keep to it.

3Z 

The "Fallen :Novice':'Sodhisattva 

These novices have at one time begun to underatake the 

Bodhisattva discipline and have since fallen away from goodness. 

To have seen the advantage of the religious path and then to fall 

away from it is simply inexcusable. The causes are manifold. Mara 

is blamed for the loss, though Mira is only active with the vulnerable. 

He is therefore only a" personification of human weakness its el f. 
,,-

As Santideva says: "Owing to the faultiness of human nature one 

30 Ib - d 17 -~-., p. . 

:31 Bey, 7: 47, p. 19 a . 
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33 
might take a wrong path." 

It is difficult to say hoW' numerous these fallen noivce-
,,: ",'.t.j..~ .' ". '. -~ • d .. · ~::. ':, . 

Bodhisattvasare ~ If we understand them to be the false Bodhisattvas 

who profess the way hypocritically· they seem to be numerous . 

./-

Santideva's real concern is with the novice-Bodhisattva's who have 

been able to recognise the value of the religious life but for some 

reason have actually fallen back. 

That a Bodhisattva could fall back is a fearful danger in 

./-

Santideva I s eyes, for "every transgression of the Bodhisattva is 

of extreme gravity, since, as he transgresses, the welfare of all 

beings is destroyed because of it .,,34 Santideva constantly warns of 

the dangers of sin, painfully aware of the novice-Bodhisattvas' 

vulnerability. It is their merit that is endangered, and even roots 

of good, great heaps of merit, can be lost in one fateful moment of 

weakness. The "five root sins of the annointed prince" are listed, 

by which all the roots of merit which he has laid up from of old 

are destroyed. These are: stealing, reviling the Law, defrocking 

35 
a monk, murder, and heresy. Another eight root sins of young 

beginners are listed, most of which involve egoism and overenthusiasm . .36 

These also destroy merit . 

.33Ibid .• p. 16 . 

.34 BCY, 4:8, p. 158 . 

.35./ - -
Sik~a, "Akasagarbha". pp. 61-2. 

36 Ibid ., "Akasagarbha". pp. 62-8. 
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While murder seems an unlikely sin for a novice-Bodhisattva 

to connnit, merit can be lost through more ordinary vices. "Anger 
,.,,' 

indulged in again and again destroys a root of good heaped up through 

37 a hundred ages.". Another cause e)f loss is to overestimate onets 

abilities: "If a man whose aspirations are immature should undertake 

a difficult. task such as giving his flesh, by his fatigue the seed 

38 of enlightenment would be destroyed." A novice-Bodhisattva's 

~ntimely desire for such a feat is the work of Mira. One very 

serious but very likely cause of loss is disrespect for the Law, 

the Order, and for fellow beings. ItThe Bodhisattva who is uplifted 

and puffed up with pride, who does not bow and do reverence before 

teachers and those worthy of gifts " .. is pierced by the hook of Mara. ,,39 

This theme of respect for the Law a.nd its teachers appears repeatedly 

" - 40 throughout the Si1q;!a. Above all, fellow novice-Bodhisattvas must 

be respected, and must by no means be hindered in their path. It 

is the surest way to hell for anyone to show contempt for a Bodhisattva.4l 

Finally, heresy will destroy all merit: 

Whosoev'er .•. hold,eth not fast, neither studieth 
the Great Vehicle, but hath intercourse with 

37 Ibid ., "Manjusrfvikrfdita", p. 148. 

38Ibid., p. 51. 

39 Ibl.· d.. "R h " 150 atnamega • p. . 

40 Ib l."d., pp. ~9 44 46 61 97 -' .. , , . 

41 Ibid ., pp. 93-4. 
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suCh as follow the Disciples' Vehicle •... and 
readeth their doctrine, and maketh his study 
therein, and proveth it .•. he thereby becometh 
dull of wit, and is torn away from the Road of 
the Highest l~isdom. 42 . 

So we see that. it is possible for a novice-Bodhisattva to plunge into 

sin and error and to lose his foothold in the path toward perf,ection. 

as did Jaya,mati: 

... the earth opened her jaws for the Bodhisattva 
Jayamati. and .•. he being dead fell into a great 
Hell: for that he had not set his faith on the 
doctrine of the Void. and showed hatred against 
him whosoever confessed it' 43 

- - ,,-In the Bodhicaryavatara Santideva writes: 

Only the All-knowing One understands the inscru
table course of action which releases those men 
(even) after the Thought of Enlightenment has 
been forsaken. 44 

LEVELS OF DEVELOPMENT 

There are levels of development through which a Bodhisattva 

must progress before he reaches perfect enlightenment. Though 

there is general recognition in the tradition of these stages 

(bhUmis). there is little agreement among the various schemes 

describing them to be fotmd in Mahayana literature. Each source 

42 Ibid .• tlNiyataniyatavataramudra". p. 7. 

43 Ibid ., "Sarvad.l).armaprav:;'ttinirdesa", p. 6. 

44 BCY , 4:7, p. 157. 
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differs from the other. Of the following four major Sanskrit 

sources the DasabhUmika Sutra is the most systematic, presenting 
"'I' ~ 

ten distinct bhUnrl.s'or stages-while the Mahavastu and the Satasahasrika 

Praj~paramita-Sutra present schemes of ten bhUmis. The Bodhisattva 
'" ' - .. ~ ... ; , 

Bhumi presents seven bhUmis and thirteen viharas (also stages or 

levels) ten of which coincide loosely with those of the DasabhUmika 

scheme. 45 Two other sources, Kamasila's -Bhivari~krama and the 

Lankavatara Sutra present unclear schemes of eleven or twelve, and 

eleven respectively. 

The similarities among these schemes are few. The ten bhUmis 

of the DasabhUmika coincide with the ten perfections. They progress 

from ordainment as a monk to attainment of perfection, with virtues 

accumulating in each stage. The vih~ras (also ltstages") of the 

Bodhisattva 'Bhiimi roughly coincide with this. The first two'viharas 

are pre-bhUmi stages, gotra and adhimukti. The third vihara has 

the same name as the first 'bhilini,pramudita (joyful). The similarities 

end here except for the obvious theme of progression toward perfection~ 

The schemes of tenbhUmis in the Mahavastu and the Satasahsrika 

are similar to the standard ten only in number. The names of the 

stages in the MahaViastu do not coincide with any others and the 

descriptions of the stages are repetitive and uninformative. The 

/- - ,/ - -
Satasahasrika does not name its bhumis at all and is also repetitive. 

The only consistency among these schemes is that the last few stages 

.:15 , Har Dayal, p. 270. 
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are highly advanced~ the perfection of knCMledge or other signs of 

omniscience having been reached somewhere around levels seven and 

eight. It is also generally notable that the first stage is already 

on a somewhat ,advanced ,level in which many virtues are practiced 

successfully. The DasabhUmika scheme is taken as the standard as 

it seems to have set the trend in the tradition for the listing of 

46 ten stages. 

Scholars have produced their own ways of synthesising the 

various bhUmi schemes. Vallee Poussin working from the DasabUmika, 

- - /-the A~~asahasrika and Santideva's works divides the stages into 

h . 47 tree categor1es. The first, he says, is preparatory, including 

the gotra and adhimukti 'bhtlmis (or vihiras) in which the future 

Bodhisattva increases in merit and gradually forms the aspiration 

to enter the path. In these stages his good works are imperfect 

and he is uncertain of success. The insight of meditation is lacking 

entirely. By long continuance his aspiration strengthens. In the 

second category the first seven bhUmis are gained. This is the 

Bodhisattva's active career. In the third category bhUmis eight 

through ten are realised. This is th e Bodhisat tva I s career in 

knowledge and supernatural virtues. 

D. T. Suzuki makes a scheme of six levels. The first in 

this scheme is the formation of bodhicitta, the desire to become 

46Ibid ., p. 271. 

47Vallee Poussin, pp. 745ff. 
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Buddha. Second is practice of the perfections for aeons. Third 

is the stage of wisdom and compassion. The fourth is realisation 

of enlightenment.' Only at ,'the fifth level in which the Bodhisattva 

is already a celestial. being do the bhUmis begin. Bhiimis one through 

six are for the perfections, seven through ten are effortless, the 

tenth cons't:ituting fun perfection. Suzuki's sixth level, "realisa

tion of the triple body" is the level of Buddhahood. 48 Conze adds 

in contradiction thatbhtimis one through six are human levels leading 

up to nirvava while only seven through ten are celestial 1evels. 49 

The gotra (family) and adhimukti (aspiration) stages seem 

to be late additions. As the Bodhisattva career formally begins 

with the production of the thought of enlightenment (bodhicittotpada), 

these preliminary stages explain the development of a predisposition 

for Bodhisattvahood.50 , 'Gotra means family. It is used in the sense 

of belonging to the spiritual family of Gautama Buddha. 51 It can 

52 also mean predisposition or tendency. Some persons are firmly in 

Buddha-gotra and will surely become Badhisattvas. Others aTe of 

lower gotras. A future Bodhisattva with excellent gatra, though 

48Suzuki, On Indian Mahayana Buddhism, p. 23. 

49Edward Conze, Thirty Years of Buddhist Studies, (Columbia: 
University of South Carolina Press, 1968), pp. 66-7. 

50 Har Dayal, p. 50. 

51 Ibid ., p. 51. 

52Th"d -2:-- , p. 52. 
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he is not infallible has a certain protection against the consequences 

fh " "1 " 53 o~s ev~ act~ons. In brief, good gotra is a protective accumula-

tion of merit. The adhimukti stage is not clearly separable from 

the gotra. It has .the same sense of being the future Bodhisattva's 

conscious aspiration toward improvement and eventually to become a 

Bodhisattva. In brief it can be understood that in an adhimukti 

stage the future Bodhisattva is facing in the direction of increase 

in merit. 

One thing that appears to be of significance in most schemes 

is the concept of irreversibility. At some point in his career the 

Bodhisattva is said to be no longer subject to the danger of regression. 

At level seven he .is liberated, and level eight is named acala, 

inunovable CDasabhiimika}. The Mahava,stu also lists the quality 

" 54 "not turning back" at level el.ght. -In the Satasahasrika' s ninth 

level the Bodhisattva has infinite resolve and aspiration, and the 

guarantee of excellent rebirth. 55 Level five in the BodhisattvabhUmi 

is the level of Hcertainty". Vallee Poussin concludes nevertheless 

that any Bodhisattva who has enter«~d the stages, even just the first, 

" d f 56 ~s assure 0 success._ 

53Ibid ., p. 53. 

54 Ibid ., p. 275. 

55 Ibid . , p. 277. 

56 '" Vallee Poussin, p. 745. 
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Santideva refers to the idea of bhiimis very infrequently 

,; -
in the Siksa and not at all in the Bodhicaryavatara, but in such a 

way as to· show tbath;" takes them for granted. In the first chapter 
'/' ... 

./ - /_. - '" -
of the Siksa Santi~~.v~ i~" found quoting the Dasabhumika concerning 

. - 57 
the first bhiimi, pramudi:ta. He continues: "In these and other 

sutras we find the rules of conduct declared for the Bodhisattva 

58 
who has entered the stages." Then he goes on to discuss the rul es 

for Bodhisattvas "in general It, as opposed to those few who have 

entered the stages. In another context he again makes a distinction 

between ordinary Bodhisattvas and those who have entered what he 

cal1s the "stages of perfection". One who has entered the stages 

of perfection has a firm thought of enlightenment and does not have 

the fault of despondency~ wJ:rile ordinary men waver in thought and 

become despondent. S9 It would appear that Santideva considers 

a Bodhisattva of the stages to be over the worst of his difficulties 

in the path. 

,,-
It is evident that Santideva's interests lie with the earlier 

. stages of the Bodhisattva's career. He is concerned with how the 

60 
novice-Bodhisattva is .to enter the level of the stages. He says: 

57' - -Sik!?a~ ItDaS abhumika 11 , p. 11. 

58 Th · d -~-., p. 12. 

59Ibid ., "Trisamayaraj a" , p. 137. 

60Ibid ., p. 137. 

. in 
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"Success may be attained by one who desires 
to get the state of investiture and illumination, 
to come from great darlmess into light, yea 
even '~y one who has fallen into sin." The 
text [above1 means to condemn the despondent 
spirit who says, how can I, so weak inmerit, 
succeed? " '61::;,'~-,' 

He advises: "The preliminary stage will be achieved if one stands 

. bl' hIt . th dub' ,,62 unmova e ~n t e mora precep s w~ out 0 t~ng .... The only 

/ -
other specific mention in the Sik~a of concepts relating to the 

bhUnrl. schemes occurs in chapter one. 
/-

Here Santideva says: 

... the absence of conviction that the world is 
but void ... is generally not observable even in 
a Bodhisattva who has not completed the stage 
of aspiration, much less in a Bodhisattva of 
intensle aspiration. 63 

He mentions the idea of g6tra frequently, usually in cOTh,ection 

with preliminary accumulation of merit and its reward, rebirth in 

the Buddha's family.64 

/-

Santideva has his own ideas about how to divide the early 

stages of the Bodhisattva career. He allows that "the mention of 

intense aspiration implies also the categories middle and weak. ,,65 

In discussing the production of the thought of enlightenment he 

61 Ibid . , p. 137. 

62Ibid . , p. 137. 

63Ibid . , p. 7. 

64 Ibid . , "D as abh Umi ka ", p. 8. 

65 Ibid. , p. 8. 
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...... ,,,' .. ~', 

bridges the gap between the stage of aspiration and the first 

bhUmi, asserting: " •.•• the thought of enlightenment has two stages: 

(1) th~ resolutionth~re~t~;; and (2) the advancement toward the same."ft> 

He recognises a qualitative difference between the stage of resolution 
,,:,·;':l 

and the stage of advancement, while allowing the thought of enlighten-

ment a place preliminary to the stages of perfection. Thus he shows 

that there is a gradual development from the accumulation of merit, 

birth in Buddhagotra, weak, middle, then intense aspiration, and 

finally into the stages of perfection where the growing thought of 

enlightenment finally begins to find expression. 

With Santidevats concern for the preliminary stages where 

the monk must work. diligently to attain the stages of perfection, 

we are left wondering how,these ordinary monks and householders 

deserve the title "Bodhisattva": 

Now we ask: What is the connexion between the 
follower o·fthe Great Vehicle who aspires to 
Buddhahood, but who is, properly speaking, only 
a future Bodhisattva residing in the gotra or 
adhimukticarya 'bhUmi, and the real Bodhisattva 
in possession of one of the ten stages and to 
what extent does the £ormer participate in the 
"perfect virtues"? 67 

The growth of wisdom is a phenomenon found in the stages of perfection. 

The full rewards of wisdom--all-knowledge, skill in means, infinite 

compassion--are qualities "found in Bodhisattvas of the higher 

66Ibid ., p. 9. 

67 ,/ Vallee Poussin, p. 748. 
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bhUmis. To rephrase the question, how are we to understand wisdom 
\ 

as a characteristic of an imperfect novice-Bodhisattva? 

'·"!t~· ,;::. . ." ,;:~: .. ~. '"..... " : :,.; .. :." ; 

TUR.WING POINTS. IN THE CAREER 

;' - -In reading the Sik;;asamuccaya we see that there are three 

maj or events in the Bodhisattva's career: his convers ion to the 

path, the taking of the great vow, and the point at which he achieves 

irreversibility. Each of these events should shed some light on 

our question. Seeing what it takes to convert a person to the 

Bodhisattva path, what is required before the vow may be made, and 

what constitutes irreversibility should clarify our concept of a 

Bodhisattva's imperfectio,n. 

Conversion 

Har Dayal in his book 'The 'Bddhisattva 'Doctrineirt'Buddhist 

Sanskrit Literature says that three events mark the conversion of 

an ordinary person into a Bodhisattva: the production of the 'thought· 

of enlightenment (bodhicittotpada), the making of certain vows, 

and a prediction of future greatness by a living Buddha. 68 According 

to the scheme of bhUmis this is supposed to happen upon entry into 

the first bhUmi. However, as we have already noted, Santideva extends 

the use of the term Bodhisattva so that it applies to stages preceding 

this moment of what we may call 'formal' conversion. 
/-

When San'tideva 

68 Har Dayal, p. 50. 
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deals with conversion he is really dealing with the conversion of 

an ordinary person to the Great Vehicle, hoping to produce in him 

the first form~i~~i~~of th~'thougl"rt of enlightenment. 69 For Santideva 

the question of conversion is the teacher's concern, which is to have 
, , "'::;;':'F:': 

others recognise the Buddha's way in the Great Vehicle as worthly of 

pursuit. The formation of even a tiny or emb,ryonic thought of 

enlightenment seems to be the minimum qualification for conversion. 70 

Where the teacher is concerned there are found many levels 

of receptivity on the part of those with whom he deals. These 

levels of receptivity can be understood in relation to the idea of 

gotra. Hal' Dayal suggests that the gdtra theory was developed in 

Buddhism to explain why some persons are not interested in becoming 

71 converted to the Boldhisattva -path. In any case these sub-levels 

of spiritual development have a full range. There are the unreachable 

low who Suzuki ,describes as !'morally and religiously a corpse difficult 

72 to rescusci tate. tl There are those who are ripe for conversion 

with ears to hear and eyes that see: 

69 

It is difficult to find worldly men who believe 
such doctrines: but they who have done good 
deeds and gained merit, they believe in the 
Buddhas by the "force of merit. 7 3 

" -Si4a, "~ayamatilt, p. 258. 

70 rbid ., pp. 2, 312. 

71 Hal' Dayal, p. 51. 

72Suzuki, Outlines, p. 3lI. 

73/ -Siksa, tlRatnolkadharaI).I", p. 5. 
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There are also those who form a strong thought of enlightenment, 

who belong to the Buddha's family: 

' ••. when'i man has attained this assemblage of 
favorable conjunctUres .•. desiring the happiness 
of extinction> inasmuch as such a mighty being 
has his lot in the spiritual family of the 
Buddha, •.. he makes firm the root of faith and 
fixes the spirit firmly on enlightenment. 74 

/ - - ,,-
In the Sik~asamuccaya we find all types described. Santideva 

of course favours the 'Buddhagdtra class. It is noteworthy that he 

is more optimistic than Mr. Suzuki about the unreachables, though 

they are a disturbing group.75 Santideva is boldly certain that 

76 even gnats and mosquitos can become Buddhas, though he is less 

than definite as to when and where the seed of Buddhahood actually 

b.egins to grow. 

Santideva's attitude toward the likelihood of persons being 

converted actually fluctuates between optimism and disappointment. 

He despairs over those who don't know of the Buddhas: 

... delievered over to Mira those beings must 
be judged, who hear not and know not, and do 
not feel this joy, that infinite is the merit 
of this rejoicing in the Bodhisattvas .... 77 

He is at one time confident that all beings are capable of supreme 

enlightenment and of being converted, and at another time he regards 

74 Ib' d 
--~-., pp. 2-3. 

75Ibid ., pp. 148ff. 

76 
Bey, 7:18, p. 187. 

77/ - - - -
Sik~a, nprajnaparamita", p. 280. 

'" '1'"''' 
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'~ . 

this "seeing" as miraculous: . 

/-

As one born blind sees not the sun, yet does 
the sun not cease~ .. yet he rises upon the world, 
but he that hat.h Ewes s ees its ris ing ... even 
so is the Ray of the Great Ones; there it is, 
but the vulgar see it not .... because they are 
plunged! in falsehood, without aspiration. Even 
for the high-minded these rays are hard to obtain'

78 

Santidevats general attitude though is optimistic, sure that where 

there is merit there will be recogn.ition and aspiration. 

Merit is in most casles the prerequisite for conversion. In 

the greater scheme of things merit is the stepping stone toward 

favourable birth, toward accumulation of virtue, and finally toward 

/-

full enlightenment. Santideva makes it clear that a certain amount 

of merit is required for birth as a human being, for only as a human 

being can a being form the thought of enlightenment and embrace the 

79 /-
Bodhisattva path. Whence comes merit'? Santideva is not full of 

answers to this question. He is quite content to rejoice when merit 

is there. We see from his descriptions that often Bodhisattvas are 

80 
at work providing opportunities for merit to take root. 

ine exact d:egree of merit required for conversion is not 

specified. Though merit is certainly a measuring stick for determining 

receptivity or non-receptivity to conversion there are other factors 

79 Ibid ., p. 2. Bey, 4:15, 17, 20. Pp. 157-8. 

80 Ibid ., pp. 154-5, 157, 164, 167,173,256,286,290-4. 
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at work such as the work of the Bodhisattvas themselves. The Bodhisattvas 

with miraculous powers can reach any being and help him toward virtue, 
.. .." '. '" 

•.. ,.", '.' .' .~".;".;j. .-...,..."!~ ... ", ~ .... ".'t, .~, :"~,r81 . 
or bring him to conversion~ This factor somewhat undermines the" 

notion of a natural orde:r:ofmeri t and demerit. qualifying persons 

for conversion. In Santideva' s fil'st chapter of the Siksa we find 

the thought. of enlightenment produced in quite infertik ground: 

When one has caused the heresy of individuality 
to arise as high as m01.;mt Sumeru, even then the 
thought of enlightenmen.t can arise; thus can the 
qualiti.es of a Buddha grow' 82 

The beginnings of the Bodhisattva career can be spurred on by such 

1 d · db' 1 f k" d 83 casua means as ec:ept~on an y s~mp e acts 0 ~n ness. 

Before we can learn more about the early stages of Bodhisattva

hood from' Santideva ,'5 idea of conversion s orne questions woul d have 

to be answered. As we have seen, though merit is a factor in 

receptivity, conversion can happen at many levels of receptivity 

despite this rule of thumb. It is not clear whether recognition 

of the Buddhats way is the same thing as the first formulation of 

"'-the thought of enlightenment. We do know that Santideva perceives 

that the thought of enlightenment can be at least partially formed 

in the stages before the first bhUm~. Hence it is formed initially 

well before ~~sdom and the virtues become firmly established. 

8lIbid ... "Vimalaklrtnirdesal! , p. 291. 

82 Ib ' d __ ~_'J "Vimalaklrtnirdesa 11 J p. 29l. 

8.3 Ibid . , "Bnadrakalpika" J p. 9. 
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Wl;1ether "hearing" alnd "seeing" can be equated with the immature 

formulation of the thought of enlightenment is a question that is 

simply not clarified by ~antideva, and we are left to puzzle it: out 

for ourselves. In any case it is apparent that conversion, though 

it is· the teacher's aim, is not a clearly defined concept. !'t simply 

must at some time occur in th.e ascending path from the obscure life 

of the gnat to the flowering of the Bodhisattva. It can happen at 

different levels in each case, so to say that a person is converted 

to the Great Vehicle does not reveal anything very specific about him. 

The Vow 

According to the general tradition it is formally in the 

first bhUnrl. where the taking of the vow occurs. In this case 
/-. 84 /-
Santideva would appear to agree. Santideva's main point concerning 

the vow is that it be taken only when the Bodhisattva has the strength 

to fulfill it. The Bodhisattva should take the vow in the presence 

of a spiritual guide: 

well weighing the vow and his own strength: 
otherwise he might break faith with the Budilllas 
and Bodhisattvas and the world and the devas'S5 

Hence the Bodhisattva should be well advanced in merit and in strength 

so that he may take and uphold the vow. This puts the Bodhisattva 

84Th'd 
-~-., p. 11. 

S5 Ibid ., p. 13. 

If 
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With a vow in a class above his fellows who are struggling against 

their weaknesses and who depend on the celestial Bodhisattvas for 
,,-

help. Of these stronger Bodhisattvas Santideva says: 

the vow. 

But the great man who has not only heard of 
but fathomed for himself by wisdom the difficulty 
of the walk of the Bodhisattva, and yet dares 
to bear the yoke of the salvation of afflicted 
mankind, such an one, \'lhen he has achieved 
homage, worship, confession of crime, delight 
in virtue, solicitation and entreaty of Buddha, 
application of the merit to the attainment of 
enlightenment, should then say .. '86 

This taking of the vow by a worthy Bodhisattva candidate 

corresponds to the second stage of the thought of enlightenment. 

The novice-Bodhisattva has £ormed resolution unto enlightenmen1: 

(stage one) and now w.ith the vow he begins upon advancement to"llrard 

the same (stage two). Santideva continues with reference to the 

vow-taking Bodhisattva: "Beginning with these words [the vow] he 

must produce the thought of enlightenment .11
87 He must say: "Let 

88 us produce the thought of enlightenment in the presence of our leader." 

It seems that the thought of enlightenment is partially formed 

after conversion and is fully formed at the time of taking the vow. 

At this more advance stage the thought of enlightenment--"may I 

86 Ib ' d --~-., I1Bhaisaj yaguruvaiduryprabha", p. 14. 

87Ibid ., "Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryprabha", p. 14. 

88Ibid ., "Manju.sribuddhak.;;e:tragm:avyUhalaI!lkara", p. 15. 
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become Buddha"--and the vow--"may I save all beings"--are practically 

. d' . . h hI 89 ~n ~st~n~s a e. They merge in the concept of resolution toward 

full enlightenment which resolution becomes purified and hardened 

as the Bodhisattva reaches perfecti·on. 

The vow however> can be taken prematurely and> depending 

on circumstances> can be broken. The vow is only a promise. As 

Santideva says: ''Whatever is undertaken in haste> whatever is not 

properly considered> may be accomplished or it may not be accolJl!plished, 

even if a vow has been taken. ,,90 The vow does not of itself transform 

a weak novice-Bodhisattva into a heroic Bodhisattva. The strength 

of the vow therefo~e depends on the strength of the Bodhisattva. 

"The Son of the Conqueror ~ having grasped the Thought of Enlightenment 

firmly, must make every effort> constantly and a1ertjy> not to trans-

h d ' . I' 1,91 gres'S t·e ~sc~p ~ne. By inquiring whether or not a Bodhisattva 

has said a vow> we will not learn about his status. Only if he 

fails to fulfill it will we know that he is a noVice-Bodhisattva 

who is not well advanced in his career. 

Irreversibili ty 

Some Bodhisattvas qualify as irreversible and some do not. 

This is readily apparent if we recall that some are perfected 

89 Ibid ., p. II. 

90 Bey, 4:2, p. 157. 

9l Ib';d., 4 1 157 .... : , p. . 
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celestial being while others like Jayamati have fallen from the 

heights of the Bodhisattva path into the depths of hell. The idea 
./,-

of reversal is a disturbing one for Santideva. For scholars it is 

a difficult concept to pinpoint. Vallee Poussin says that falling 

back "is the most co'mplicated problem of Buddhist scholasticism.92 

Conze suggests that the irreversible Bodhisattva "was invented to 

satisfy a longing for permanent achievement in a world of impermanence 

- 93 where Mara can reverse a Bodhisattva." Suzuki says that reversal 

- 94 can occur whenever prajna and upaya are not perfected. According 

to the bhUmi schemes irreversibility is definitely a quality of the 

most highly advanced celestial Bodhisattvas who have obtained omniscience. 

It is also probable that Bodhisattvas. who have entered upon the 

stages. of perfection are assured of success. 

Whatever can be said by scholars about irreversibility, 

/-

Santideva does not present a clear picture. On the one hand he 

cautions all Bodhisattvas against the dangers of reversal, while 

on .:theother hand he expresses sublime optimism with regard to 

beginner Bodhisattvas who he feels are destined to succeed. We 

have already covered in some detail the phenomenon of reversal in 

the section on fallen novice-Bodhisattvas. The novice-Bodhisattva 

is surely in danger. The vow can be broken, and the recently converted 

92 / Vallee Po~sin, p. 743. 

93 Conze, Thirty Years, p. 133. 

94Suzuki, On Indian Mahayana Buddhism, p. 77. 
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a+e ready to fall. Even the Bodhisattva who is well advanced in his 

"'-career is not completely infallable if we take Santideva's cautions 

as applicable to all Bodhisattvas. Certainly his verses in the 

Bodhicaryavatara c0ncerning the vow indicate that a Bodhisattva's 

lot, even during his progression through the stages of perfection, 

. fbI . . f . 95 ~s one 0 constant att e aga~nst 1rnper ect10n. Indeed some 

scholars prefer to define the Bodhisattva as a warrior who is aspiring 

d f 
. 96 towar per ect10n. 

With all tmis about reversal and struggle added up against 

it, ,ore might think that irreversibility would have trouble finding a 

plac,e for itself. We might be tempted to conclude that there is 

no Bodhisattva this side of the celestial spheres who is assured of 

success. There is, however, a great deal of evidence to the contrary 
,,_ .". - 1'-

in Santideva'sSik!?asamuc:caya. We find Santideva adamantly assuring 

that the Bodhisattva who gives the gift of the law obtains such a 

root of good that: 

Possessed of such a root of good, it is impossible 
and out of the question that the Bodhisattva, 
the Great Being, should turn away from the supreme 
and perfect enlightenment. That is not possibleo

97 

Well advanced Bodhisattvas are quite capable of achieving 

irreversibili ty. The Bodhisattva \<lho practices the perfections of 

95BCY, 4:1-2, p. 157. 

96Har Dayal, pp. 4-9. 

97" - ~ - -Sik!?a, "Prajnaparamita", p. 311. 
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patience even to the point of enduring torture with a feeling not 

of pain or indifference but of pleasure, praying that those who 

"entertain" him thuS will ,find enlightenment, receives "the spirit 

of contemplation that find happiness in all things." At that time 

he becomes imperturbable, "riot to be caught by all the deeds of 

- 98 ,,-
Mara." Santideva says that there must be no doubt raised that there 

may be a violation of the vow. IIOne birth must be diligently made 

pure by the enlightened sage; the other births that same birth will 

purify down to the time of enlightenment. 1I99 

Far lesser members of the Great Vehicle are also given 
/-

assurances by Santideva that their merit will not decrease but 

only grow. Whoever hears the analysis of the miraculous rays and 

has: 

••. faith, aspiration, a.nd contentment, for 
him there must b'e no mo-re doubt,. no more anxiety, 
nor indeed will he fear anymore, saying "I 
shall never be a great banner of virtues. lOO 

Whoever of the faithful who keep the eightfold path of virtue for 

one or three years, who dedicate this good to rebirth in Amitabha's 

region will be thus: favourably reborn. "lfuen they have arrived there 
, 101 

the former root of good does not dW'indle. 1I Even a feeble acceptance 

98Ib "d __ 1._" , "Pitaputrasamagama", p. 78. 

99 Ib ' d _1._., p. 15. 

lOOIbid., p. 303. 

lOlIbid., "Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabharaja", p. 171. 
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of the law is highly effective against Mara. He who accepts the law 

" ... has the nature of the high minded .•. and in birth after birth he 

joins the Order •• ~ ~E~en by a hundred ages what is good in him is not 

effaced. "I02 

""-In the very extreme of his optimism Santideva lists the 

rewards coming to those who perform ever so simple acts of worship. 

For one who places a banner in the Blessed One's shrine it is not 

possible that his glory and life should be weakened. l03 He who throws 

a single flower in the air thinking of the Buddha produces a rOiot of 

d h " h " .. - 104 goo w ~c ~ssues xn n~rva~a. Finally. though the list goes on. 

he who brings a net for a shrine never loses the thought of enlightenment.lOS 

The impression one has from these bold statements is that 

perhaps all merit is irreversible. Merit. after all. is the basic 

ingredient of the Bodhisattva recipe. Merit begets merit for it is 

by the force of me~it that one believes in the Buddhas. The increase 

of merit both personal and collective is theraisbrtdt~re of the 

Bodhisattva discipline. It could be that Santideva pictures a world 

where merit faithfully accumulates and where the sins of weakness 

must be atoned for, but not by the destruction of roots of merit 

102Ibid ., "Sagaramati". pp. 44-5. 

103 Ib -id .. IIA 1 k II 272 ... , . va 0 ana , p. . 

l04 Ibid ., ''Mahakarul).apUl}.garfka'', p. 276. 

l05 Ib ' d --~-., "Avalokana". p. 2'14. 
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laid up beforehand. 
/-

This is tempting but Santideva directly contradicts this 

formulation when he 'says that roots of good. heaps of merit. can be 

destroyed. We are left looking at two contradictory messages in the 

'" -" Sik~asamuccaya. One, that merit wins easily over sin. suggesting 

that even conversion is in some way irreversible, the other that 

the power of sin destroys merit. suggesting that any Bodhisattva 

must be on his guard against weakness. We are left vacillating as 

/-

to what we may say about Santideva's understanding of irreversibility. 

There appears to be an endless variety. a practical continuum, 

of Bodhisattva types who enjoy different degrees of status. It is 

unclear whether there is a dividing line between the future Bodhisattva 

who has yet to be reborn to be converted to the Bodhisattva way. 

and the ordinary householder who embraces the Bodhisattva path however 

imperfectly. Among the more established members of the Bodhisattva 

brotherhood there ~s little criteria available for determining which 

are true BodhisattVias and which are still too imperfect to be assured 

of success'. 

., Ir:r 
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CHAPTER THREE 
""," ' ... 

BODHIC I ITA_ 

Bodhicitta) the 1:hought of enlightenment, is something that 

,,-
Santideva speaks of repe<:Ltedly. In our discussion of the Bodhisattva 

we have come to mention 1:his idea frequently. Indeed Santideva is 

fascinated by it and for good reason. It is to bodhicitta that we 

are receptive in cOlnversion. It is to -bodhicitta that we owe the 

Bodhisattva I s vow. In the Bodhisattva career from its beginnings 

in aspiration through to the taking of the vow and finally in fulfill-

ment, bodhici'tta _figures in some way. The arising ofbddhici tta, 

" -its cultivation and its maintenance are key· themes in the·Sik$asamuccaya. 

Simply put, Bodhisattvas have -bodhicitta. If we can understand what 

.Santideva means by -bodhic:itta we s·hould be able to understand his 

Bodhisattvas more fully. 

What is Bodhicitta? 

The Sanskri:t wordbodhi means perfect wisdom or enlighten-

1 
ment. It is the enlightened intellect of a Buddha. Citta means 

thought, thinking, attention, and also desire, intention. aim. It 

can be used as a synonym for mati, mind. It can also mean heart, as 

IV. S. Apte, The Practical Sanskrit":English Dictionary, 
(Delhi: Matilal Bamarsidass, 3rd ed .• 1963), p. 704. 
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the seat of the intellect, so also it means reason, inte11ect. 2 

The compotmd word bodhicitta is usually translated as "thought of 

enlightenment". 

Scholars have explored the meanings of bodhicitta and have 

understandably differed as to their interpretations of the term. 

D. T. Suzuki chooses to emphasise the "heart" sense of citta. He 

translates the term "enlightenment-heart" or !!wisdom-heart". 3 With 

this translation he is ah1e to say thatbodhicitta is the Buddha 

nature inherent in every being, a metaphysical essence of enlightenment 

or wisdom which needs only to be a~'akened or uncovered. On the other 

side of the coin Har Dayal says that such philosophical ideas as 

Suzuki!s are not necessa17. in order to explain the simple term bod-

'hi "tt 4 C1 a. He says,. though 'citta can be translated as "heart", 

"soul II, "mind", it should pr'operly read "thought" in the compound 

rrthought of bodhi". Making reference to the root form of citta, cit, 

meaning "to form an idea in the mind" he rests his case.
5 

Marion L. Matics however, who has done considerable research 

into Santideva!s usles of the term would allow it more complexity 

of meaning. She e~lains the connection of citta with the idea 

2 Ibid ., p. 434. 

3Suzuki, Outline~ pp. 303, 311. 

4 Har Dayal, p. 59. 

5 Ibid., p. 59. 

-. '['"" 
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''l1eart'' (hrdaya). "Cittl!. is the word for introspection and self-

examination: it overlaps "heart" and has sometimes been loosely and 

misleadingly translated by that symbolic term, because it experiences 

emotional pleasure and pain .. ' .. ,,6 She also notes that citta has 

many synonyms, mana.s (mind) ,buddhi (intelligence), vijnana (con-

sciousness), hrdaya (heart), all of which relate to the mind but with 

7 different emphases. She has found that in the Bodhicaryavatara 

/-

Santideva uses these words but prefers to use'citta when speaking 

of the mind.
8 /-

Hence she finds the compound bbdhicitta in Santideva's 

text is particularly rich:~ in meaning. 
/-

Matics suggests that Santideva 

uses citta in three ways" as (1) simple idea, (2) consciousness, 

and (3) quasi-universal mind.
9

Bodhicitta shares these three nuances 

of meaning according to ~~tics. It can mean (1) the single idea of 

simple thought of enligh1:enment, (2) consciousness permeated wi th 

this idea of with enlightenment,. and (3) a force of good in the 

. 10 
unl.verse. 

To a certa~n extent we can build upon this three tiered 

scheme and apply it to the Si~asamuccaya. '" -In the Sik!?a we see 

6Ma . tl.CS, Badhicitta, p. 35. 

7 Ibid. , p. 33. 

8Ibid. , p. 35. 

g Ibid. , p. 36. 

lOIbid. , p. 54. 
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§~ntideva using the term bodhicitta in the first simple meaning: 

IIYea, even a single thought of enlightenment ... bears in itself ... 

countless good;' how much more shaH we say this of producing such 

thought in many cases?"l1 This first meaning, the 'idea' of enlightenment 

corresponds to Har Dayalts preferred meaning. We may add that this 

'thought' need not be a passive conception of an idea but should be 

understood in relation to the "intention, desire, and aim" sense of 

citta as well. Hence bodhicitta is the "mental attitude which aspires 

to Buddhahood of Bodhisa1:tvahood. 1I12 This element of intention is 

generally recognized. Murti strongly emphasises the role of the will 

in the concept bodh:icitt~. 1.3 Har Dayal notes that "earnest wish!! 

(praI;lidhana) is both a cause and an effect ofbCidhicitta, so inter-
, 

twined is intention with ·bCidhicitta. 14 He attests to the general 

appreciation of will as ~L factor in. spiritual progress in the Buddhist 

tradition. 15 It is reasonable then to associate th.e factor of willing 

and intention even with S;antideva' s simplest use of the term bodhicitta. 

This simple sense o',f bodhici'tta, as having enlightenment as the object 

of thought and of intention is connected with the phenomenon of 

11' - - - -
Sik~a, "Rajavavadaka", p. 11. 

12Matics, Entering, p. 32. 

13Murti, pp. 244ff. 

14 Har Dayal, p. 65. 

15 Ibid., p. 67. 

iii::;: 
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'" -conversion in the Siksasamuccaya, where the future or novice-Blodhisattva 

first conceives of a desire to become a Buddha, which desire will 

eventually develop into firm resolve. 

Matics explains the second aspect of meaning in the word 

bodhicitta, which is the mind permeated with this intent or with 

enlightenment, as follows. The mind is like a pool that normally 

is agitated by emotions and the like. Bodhicitta, the mind whose 

16 essence is wisdom, is a quieted pool, stable and serene. It is 

this quality of milild that Bodhisattvas cultivate and which character

ises the perfectly enlightened mind. It is in this sense that Santideva 

most frequently uses 'bo~1icitta in the Sik~asamuccaya. For Santideva 

17 
this quality of mi:nd is ~the seed of a1l good, it is. when fully 

developed the mind whiCh perceivessurtyata as characteristic of all 

things and which is cap~ble of no evil. Santideva describes the 

Bodhisattva's mind as tr.anquil, unhindered by passion and delusion. IS 

Thus he says: "He whose thought of enlightenment is firm, and his 

.mind free from attachment, he need have no doubt, and his aim is 

always accomplished. ,,19 Murti also uses bodhicitta in this way, 

~- - 20 referring to it as a mind permeated with prajna and karUI].a" the 

16
M 

. 
at~cs, Bodhicitta, p. 64. 

17S'ks -
~ . a, p. 5. 

lBrbid. , ch. VII, pp. 197-9. 

19Ibid-=-. p .. 137. 

2°Mu t' r 1, p. 264. 
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mind of wisdom. Significantly, in the Sik~asamuccaya the sense of 

intent, of willing, is carried into this aspect of bodhicitta in 

association with karuni, the compassion which incites the Bodhisattva 

to progress for thie sake of all beings. 

Matics' third sense of bodhicitta, that it is somehow an 

existing force of good in the cosmos, a quasi-universal mind of 

-'-
enlightenment, can be read into both of Santideva IS texts especially ~~: 

given §·antideva I s teaching concerning self and other which blurs 

the distinction between the individual and the collective. This is 

"-the meaning which Suzuki feels is indicated in Santideva's texts. 

When Santideva speaks of the sparrow's cry of the void while still 

wrapt in the membrane of ignorance,2l and of the predestined Bodhis-attvas 

who have yet to develop the thought of enlightenment,22 it is tempting 

to consider 'bodhic:itta as an"'enlightenment-essence which need only 

be uncovered and which when fully awakened is a power shared by 

Bodhisattvas in the form of a quasi-universal mind. However, as a 

Madhyamika philosopher Santideva would refute any such idea about 

bodhicitta, and this idea should not be read into the text. Neverthe-

,,-
less, apart from strict philosophical discussion, Santideva sings the 

praise of Bodhicitta. Along with his contemporaries and also with 

Murti, Matics, and Suzuki, Santideva asserts that bodhicitta is a 

source of goodness in the world. It has "dynamic potency", 23 it 

21" - liRa tnakar anda " Siksa, 
• 0 • , 

p. 6. 

22 Ibid . , pp. 87-94. 

23Ma . 
t~cs, Bodhici tta, p. 64. 

i'II:" , ... 1 
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24 25 is a IIfount of energy", and its influence in the world is great. 

5antideva's Ideas ~bout Bodhicitta 

~-
Santideva is not short of w·ords in describing bodhicitta. 

It is· "the seed of all qualities of a Buddha, ,,26 it is a "diamond 

gem" . 27 It forms the basis of the deliverance of all creatures. 28 

It is a chariot tha:t goes from happiness to happiness. 29 It is the 

germ which develops into an embryo Buddha. 30 In his Bodhicarya.-

- /-

vatara S~~tideva devotes his first chapter to praising the thought 

of enlightenment. There he equates bodhicitta with goodness: "By 

what other goodness could evil be conquered if it were not surely 

the Thought of Enlightenment ?,,31 He asks, how, indeed can the merit 

f hi d f h d" II b d 32 ~ . . th o t s "see 0 t e worl s JOY e measure, .Lor ~t ~s e 

benevolent desire "to remove the infinite ache of every single being 

d f h . f" . ,,,33 an or eac one to create ~n ~n~ te v~rtue. 

24S uk' ~. l' 285 uz ~,uiut mes, p. . 

25Murti , p. 265. 

26" - -Siksa, II GaI).9-avyuhall, p. 5. 

27 Ibid., "Mai treyavimok~a", p. 9. 

28Ibid ., "Rajavavadaka", p. II. 

29 BCY, 7 : 30, p. 1881. 

30-- - -Siksa, "G:al;l9:avyuha", p. 105. 

31 
BCY. 1:6, p. 143. 

32Ibid., 1:26, p. 145. 

33Ibid ., 1: 22, p. 145. 
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,,- /-

In the Siksasamuccaya Santideva's mention of bodhicitta 

is more sporadic> occuring wherever his other themes require. 

"'- '" -Santideva repeats in the Siksa most of the ideas he sets forth in 

the Bodhicaryavatali'a. The thought of enlightenment should not be 

relin~uished. 34 It instantly consumes evil like the fire at the end 

35 "'-of a world cycle. Santideva's most explicit message conclerning 

bodhicitta is speHed out in both texts: 

This Thought of Enlightenment is to be under
stood as twofold. Briefly, it is the idea of 
dedication to Enlightenment (bodhipra~idhicitta) 
and then the actual pilgrimage towards it 

. (bodhiprasthanacitta) .36 

Moreover the thought of enlightenment has two 
stages: 1) the resolution thereunto; and 
2) the advancement toward the same.

37 

In the BOdh!icaryavatara Santideva explains that the difference 

"is that between a traveler and someone desirous of traveling. ,,38 

This he says has been taught for the sake of beings of 1 esser aspira

tion,39 presumably novice:-Bodhisattvas and lay persons. In the 

34/ -
Sik~a, p. 248. BCY, 1:8, p. 144. 

35/ -
Sik?a, p. 173. BCY> 1:14, p. 144. 

36BCY , 1:15, p. 144. 

37/ -
Sik~a, p. 9. 

38 BCY, 1: 16, p. 144. 

39 Ib';d., 1 20 145 .J.. :, p. . 
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Siksa Santideva foUows his mention of the twofold scheme of bodhici tta . 

wi th a discussion olf the merit of the thought of enlightenment even 

when it is deficient in corresponding conduct. 40 He says: "Even 

wi thout practice the thought of enlightenment is to be recognised 

h 1 ful thi ,,41 H[ xh hi dId . as a e p ng. e e orts s rea er to earn an pract1ce 

desire for enlightenment, to cultivate faith and earnest aspiration. 42 

Murti notes that this first stage of,bodhicitta's development is pre-

paratory wherein the devotee makes his resolve and defines his ideal, 

h . 1 h d . th 1 . f h' 43 w 1 e t e secon stage 1S e actua start1ng 0 t e Journey. 

We have found that a novice-Bodhisattva develops from ~m 

obscure and imperfect beginning into a Bodhisattva who has achieved 

perfection, wi th many chan,ces for failure a long the journey. The 

same is true ofbodhicitta: its beginnings can be quite obscure yet 

with diligence it can soon be firmly grasped to form the basis for 

the Bodhisattva I s actual Jpractice. Bodhi c:i:ttotpada , the arising of 

the thought of enlightenment in tradition is held to be a moment of 

tmique importance OR the Bodhisattva's career. This moment marks the 

conversion of an orcl.inary person into a Bodhisattva, and the vo'w 

is taken. 44 For Salltideva however, in the preparatory period before 

40'" -Siksa, p. 9. 

4l Ibid .• p. 10. 

42 Ibid., "Rajavavadaka", p. 10. 

43
M 

.... 
UrL.1, p. 265. 

44 Har Dayal, p. 50. 
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bodhicitta is firmly grasped the novice-Bodhisattva is nourishing 

an undeveloped bodhicitt~~. We can say therefore that there are two 

instances of the arising of bodhicitta. The first is its arising in 

conversion to the Great Vehicle imperfect though it may be. This 

would correspond to Santideva's first phase of bodhicitta (bodhi-

pra!).idhicitta), a period of aspiration and formation of resolution. 

The second is the moment when the aspirant firmly grasps the thought 

of enlightenment and is ready to take his vow45 corresponding to 

Santideva's second phase of bodhicitta (bodhiprasthartacitta), when 

bodhicitta is well developed and ready for action. 

Even though the 1:hought of enlightenment has been seized 

its maintenance is still a crucial and difficult task for the Bodhisattva. 46 

/ - 47 As is abundantly dear in the 'Sik~a.! 'bodhicitta can be obscured 

and it can be lost. 48 Santideva devotes many pages to warning 

Bodhisattvas again~t the pitfalls of weakness. Danger is there 

for well advanced and novice-Bodhisattvas alike. Bodhicitta is 

dependent, at any Ievel this side of perfection, upon the strength 

of the Bodhisattva. 
/-

We have seen Santideva teach two contradictory messages 

regarding merit: that merit wins easily over sin and that sin 

45BCY --' 
4:1-4, p. 157. 

46Ibid . , 4:1, p. 157. 

47/ - 7, 153. Sik~a, pp. 

48 Ibid • J p. 54. 
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4estroys merit. This same pattern emerges with regard to bO&licitta. 
/-

Though Santideva adamantly warns that bodhicitta must be diligently 

guarded he also sings its praise and strength. He says: "Yea, even 

a single thought of enlightenment,' in that it forms the basis of 

the deliverance of all creatures ... bears in itself the accumulation 

49 of boundl ess, counitless goo d. " "Even a no vi ce is worthy of honour 

by virtue of the thought of enlightenment. IISO Even when it has not 

been produced, a being capable of producing it must be respected. Sl 

In the case of bodhicitta the scale balances in favour of 

this optimism. Indeed bodhicitta itself is the opposite of des-

d B dh" . f d' f . 52 hil h d d pon ency. 0 1.C1.tta 1.S a ·oun at1.on or actl.on wet e ,espon ent 

Bodhisattva thinks: ltHard to attain is enl~ghtenment .... I am not 

equal to bearing such a load.,,53 - - /-In the'Bodhicatyavatara Santideva 

writes: 

Having obtained the chariot of the thought of 
enlightenment, which removes all depression and 
fatigue, going from happiness to happiness, who 
that is intelligent would be despondent?54 

49 Ibid ., "Rajavavadaka", p. 11. 

50 Ibid ., p. 96. 

51 Ibid., p. 93. 

52 Ibid ., "Ratnakli~a", p. 54. 

53 Ibid ., "Ratnam,egha", pp. 54-5. 

54 BCY, 7:3@, p. 1881. 
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Santideva's use of 'lboc!hicitta" is widely varied and can be 

confusing. He speaks of the "mere" thought of enlightenment55 

and of the "total" thought of enlighterunent
56 

which only the Buddha 

can cause to arise in others by a single gesture. It can be unde

veloped, it can arise in a worldling amid the heresy of individuality57 

d . . umb b' d d . 58 an ~t even comes In n ers, e~ng pro uce once or ~n many cases. 

The explanation thatbodhicitta has three distinct meanings offered 

by Matics can be helpful" In some cases it can be understood as 

a single idea or intent, in others as an attitude of mind or quality 

of mind which tends toward enlightenment. In still other cases 

"'-it is praised by Santideva as a source of virtue which has effect 

in the world. From small beginnings to its full blossoming, bodhicitta 

/-

has many' shades of meaning for Santideva. 

Bodhicitta as Enlightenment 

.. - "'-In the Bodhicaryavatara San.tideva dwells on the theme of 

bodhicitta's benefit in the world. It is a "happiness banquet",59 

whose benefit "over:flows to an immeasurable flood of humanity. 11
60 

55 ,;, -
S~~a, p. 8. 

56Bcy , 10:1,3, p. 228. 

57S/' ks
~ a, ''VimalakJ:rtinirdesa'', p. 6. 

58 - - -Ibid., "F!ajavavadaka", p. 11. 

59~CY, 3:32" p. 156. 

60 Ibid ., 1:1, p. 144. 

r' I 
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TI;le tree of bodhicitta bears fruit that never decays. 61 Though 

/ - /-
in the Sik~asamuc:caya ,Santideva dwells more on the effect of bodhicitta 

for the particular Bodhisattva, its worldly benefit is recognised 

there too, for the Bodhisattva and his thought of enlightenment 

are responsible for the welfare of all beings. 62 Bodhicitta is 

a kind of goodness to which persons can be attuned. Thus it is 

bodhicitta that Bodhisatt.vas strive to awaken in others so that they 

too may become vehicles of the increase of merit. 

Enlightenment, like bodhicitta has different meanings and 

occurs in varying degrees. We have already found two senses of 

enlightenment, (a) collective, and (b) individual. We can now 

tentatively add a third, (c) individual intention to become fully 

enlightened, as opposed to the realised enlightenment of the indi

vidual. This third kind of enlightenment in the form of intention 

corresponds to boclliicitta!:. as the attitude of mind which strives 

for enlightenment. It is quite conceivable that pre-perfection 

bodhicitta, Santideva's- 'bodhipra1).idhidtta of aspiration and resolu-

tion could be a lower form of enlightenment. This is parti(:ular1y 

;-

inviting given Santideva's two-phase scheme of bodhicitta, and his 

presentation of the early stages of the Bodhisattva path as particularly 

meri torious. 

Profes'sor Nurti \\rrites: "Sunyata and Kar~a are the t\<1'0 

61 Ib ;d., 1 12 144 .... :, p. . 

62S/ . ks-
1. • a, "Rlatnamegha", p. 51. 

I
, 11: 11 

",,1 
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Pl"incipal features of the Bodhici tta. ,,63 Hence he identifies 

bodhicitta with wisdom, or in other words with enlightenment. 

This is most easily' comprehended when these factors are considered 

in their complete and perfected state. Bodhicitta, wisdom, enlighten

ment, in their fully realised sense surely partake equally of prajna, 

karw;ta, stlnyata. 
/-

Santideva however persistently presents an imperfect 

counterpart to thesle ideals. There are perfect bodhisattvas and 

imperfe1ct novice-boidhisattvas, there is total bodhicitta and unde-

veloped bodhicitta, full enlightenment and partial, and so perfect 

wisdom :and partial wisdom. Each of these elements has an obscure 

beginning and develOps into an active form of virtue and finally 

becomes perfected. Therefore the equation between bbdhicitta 

and enlightenment otr wisdom can conceivably be carried throughout 

this whol e spectrumi. 

63Mu · 264 rt~, p. • 

"I"'" 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE FUNCTION OF THE BODHISATTVA 

There is nOlt only a whole spectrum of levels in the Bodhisattva 

career, but the landmarks of that career also are difficult to 

pinpoint. There are perfect Bodhisattvas. This is one type of 

Bodhisattva whose status is quite clear. Imperfect novice-Bodhisattvas 

however are in the ~~jority, for Santideva declares: 

Rare., my son, in all the world are such beings 
as make, resolution towards the highest illumi
nation, yet rarer than these and rarest are 
they that have started toward the same"l 

,,-
Santideva t S portraYlal of this more numerous group as often contradic-

tory, and ambiguous at be~st. To understand these nevice-Bodhisattvas 

in terms of their status-·-tha t is in terms of where they belong on 

a relative scale frbm pealr to perfect--is extremely difficu1 t. 

With status prov~ng to be such an elusive concept we are faced with 

,,-
the alternative of finding a different way to understand Santideva's 

Bodhisattvas. To do this we can look at a few themes which are presented 

in the Siksasamucca~a" 

Comparisons 

,,-
Santideva bas a decided penchant for making comparisons. 

1/ - -
Sik~a, "Gru:cfavyuha", p. g .. 

83 
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lie loves extremes, especially when they involve good Bodhisattvas 

and those who have failed to meet the ideal. He says: 

Wisdom belongs to the Bodhisattva who is properly 
employed and even-minded, not to him who is 
disturbed and improperly employed; wisdom 
be1ong~ to him who is consistent, not to the 
inconsistent' 2 

This pattern of comparison is used repeatedly upon many themes 

" -throughout the Siksa. 

,,-
Concerning training and application Santideva says: 

They are not true Bodhisattvas ... who have no 
application, no power of meditation ecstatic 
and concentrated, no studiousness, no eager 
pursuit of learning .... The gospel of the 
Tathagata .•. arises from earnest application: 
it does not arise from subservience to the 
usual ends of the householder's actions. 
For such action belongs to those whose application 
is misapplied., •. And if India be full of these 
[whose application is misapplied] one 
Bodhisattva devoted to profound and secluded 
meditation is worthy to receive from them all 
homage: and respect'3 

Again, we find one, Bodhisattva who gives countless Buddha-worlds 

to Buddhas for numberless ages. Another Bodhisattva hears the 

doctrine and decides to train in it. "The latter, although untrained, 

engenders in the p~ocess of training a far larger merit than is the 

meri t that consists in the mere giving of gifts, ,,4 

2Ibid., "Ugradattapariprccha", p. 21. 

3Ibid ., "Adhyasayasamcodana", p. 112. 

4Ibid ., "Prasantavinscayapratiharya", pp. 17-8. 

:: Ii] 
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On giving and ownership he writes: 

The on:e helps the path of enlightenment, the 
other the path of the Evil one. The one is 
lasting, the other impermanent .... The giver is 
the true hero, the miser the coward.

S 

In a'passage comparing the relative value of various gifts he 

establishes that if all who are part of the Great Vehicle were 

kings, and they ea!ch should give all the flowers in India to a 

Tathagata I s shrine" and if a single Bodhisattva who has left the 

household life should place one flower on a shrine. "That aforesaid 

gift is not one-hundredth part of this, ... there's no comparison 

6 between them. It 

We learn that rejoicing in the application of merit is 

. greater than abiding in the Four Ecstacies, for even if all beings 

enjoyed the Four Elcstacies, a single Bodhisattva who applies his 

merit to enlightenment and then rejoices over it has infinitely 

7 greater merit ... "there is no comparison between them." On the 

other hand. worship of the Tathagata is a thing beyond which there 

8 
is nothing greater. A Bodhisattva who worships sets an example 

for others, his thought of enlightenment becomes firm and his root 

of good is established. There are, above this. three unrivalled 

5 Ibid., llUigradattapariprccha". p. 21. 

6Ibid., "Ratnarasi lt , p. 279. 

7Ibid ., "P'.rajnaparamita". p. 281. 

8Ibid .• p. 279. 
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~ays of worshipping the Tathagata: to develop the thought of 

enlightenment, to comprehend the law, and to develop the thought 

of great compassion towards all beings. 9 This greatest worship in 

other words is to become a Bodhisattva. 

~~le worship is exaulted on one page, other virtues are 

praised elsewhere. Santideva also says: 

All the worship of many kinds, immeasurable, 
which is found in countless millions of fields. 
If one perform all that worship always towards 
the nomlest man, yet he of compassionate heart 
is out of all comparison by counting. IO 

A gratified king cannot give the equal of Buddhahood--which is gained 

by kindness done to living creatures. An angry king cannot create 

the pain that hell can cause because of unkindness. ll Where such 

puniShments are concerned: 

We hear of banishment to the Preta-world as 
the punishment for refusing to give some trifle 
spontaneously, and to hell for refusing what 
one has promised. How much more, then, when 
one has promised the weal of all the world and 
then does not carry it out?12 

,-
This phrase, ''how much more?" is a steady favourite of Santideva IS. 

It will do the reader of the Sik~a: no good to attempt to 

arrange the virtues in order of their importance. As is briefly 

9Ibid . , "Anupurvasarnudga tapari varta", p. 279. 

lOIbid. , "Ccmdrapradfpa" , pp. 155, 285. 

llIbid., "Bh!ik~uprakfrI}aka" , p. 155. 

12Ibid . , "Sa;ddhannasm:rtyupasthana" , p. 13. BCY, 4:6, p. 157. 
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demonstrated above, the comparisons are inconsistent: first one 

virtue and then another takes precedence. A single beginner Bodhisattva 

who possesses one virtue is declared to have greater merit than 

his celestial cousin~ who presumably has achieved perfection! 

"'-It is clear that in his comparisons Santideva is exalting the ideal 

/-

in his own exercise of skill in means. Santideva always has his 

ideal in mind: the Bodhisattva who feels pleasure in torture, who 

lives on air, who abides in the celestial spheres and whose miraculous 

powers are active in the world. 

Such a presentation of an ideal by virtue of, its very 

greatness is an inclentive-creating device. Santideva says: 

A difficult thing is this to get, the getting 
of wisdom. High. higher than all, exalted 
above all the three worlds, exceeding marvellous: 
therefore ... the Bodhisattva whose aim is self
discipline, whose longing is manly effort, must 
earnest~y strive for wisdom' l3 

The formation of resolve requires the defining of an ideal,14 and 

we begin to see §intideva's design in presenting the ideal in contrast 

to the ordinary. He is seeking to incite new or better followers 

15 of the way. 

/-

Santideva encourages fledgeling novice-Bodhisattvas to have 

heart, and also admonishes them for their shortcomings. He is no 

13/ - -,. 
Siksa, "AdhyasayasaI?codana", p. 113. 

14}'1urti, pp. 265-6. 

lSS/' ks-
1 .a, p. 2. Bey, 1 :3, p. 143. 
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e~sy taskmaster, nor is he overly harsh. Though he presents the 

ideal in sometimes an incredible and overly enthusiastic way, he 

also makes concessfons for ''beings of lesser aspiration" who are 

expected to achieve only what is within their powers to achieve. 16 

These concessions are only meant to prevent despondency however, for 
/-

once they have been made Santideva again picks up the thread of 

encouragement, urgilng the novice-Bodhisattvas to forge ahead. Like 

a good coach he pushes his athletes to the limits of their abilities. 

1'-
Santideva's main purpose is to encourage. It does not matter where 

h " 1" 1 h h" " 17 d h" d l.S l.stener starts, on y were e l.S gOl.ng, an t at l.S towar s 

perfection. 

Teaching and 'Exa."11ple 

He must The Bodhisa!ttva lS duty is to win over all beings. 

cultivate the ability to inspire confidence in others. 18 As he 

increases in wisdom, his effect on others will improve. Perfect 

wisdom is a very potent presence in the world: 

Just as one lamp in whatever house or room 
it ente~s, dispels the blinding darkness of 
a thousand years ... even so one lamp coming 
from thle thought of omniscience, in whatever 
creatures' thoughts it enters ... as soon as it 
enters it dispels the blinding darkness of the 
hindrances of sinful acts ... and makes a blaze 
of knowledge'19 

161' -Sik;;a, pp. 6, 8-12. 14, 16. 

17Matics, Entering, p. 61. 

18/ - -Siksa. "Dharmasangiti", p" 123. 

19 Ibid •• ItMai treyavimok~al!, p" 1731. 
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Eyen hearing of a Buddha works for the increase of merit, how much 

more the sight of him, who having understood all things is a "ga1:e 

of merit" in the woa:-ld.
20 

He illuminates the world. "Wide is the 

thought of those who behold the chief of men; a force of wisdom 

arises incalculable and bright. ,,21 The Bodhisattva who is penetrated 

by the Law-body works good just by showing it, "just by hearing 

and touch If he brings benefits. 22 

The Buddha's force of wisdom is the greatest for he can 

23 
illuminate a mind by a single gesture. The celestial Bodhisattvas 

are also a powerful source of wisdom and goodness. Their miraculous 

rays beam down into human hearts to awaken many virtues. They 

undergo miraculous transformations, becoming any sort of being in 

order to work for the good of all beings. 24 They point out the 

Buddha lS· greatness and by practicing the Buddha's virtues they work 

25 
the good of the world. They teach, provide services and are 

. d f h· . d 26 pra~se or t e~r W1S om. Even by deceit or by well-timed acts 

20 Ibid ., "GaI}~avyiiha", p. "1.77. 

21 Ibid., "GaI}~avyiiha It, p. 277. 

22 Ibid ., "Tathagataguhya", p. 157. 

23 Bey, 1:5,p. 143, 10:13, p. 228. 

24~ - - , Siksa, "V:i:ma1akirtinirdesa", pp. 290-1. 

25 Ibid ., "Vjjmalakirtinirdesa", p. 294. 

26 Ibid ., "V:Lmalakirtinirdesatr , pp. 294ff. 

I: 
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.27 of kindness they cause the thought of enlightenment to ar1se. 

Novice-Bodhisattvas are not exempt from similar duty. 

They are expected to 'begin their task of teaching and of setting 

"'-an example right away. Santideva instructs them in the art of 

preaching, teaching them how best to present themselves for the sake 

of furthering the spread of the doc'trine. Even an unworthy brother 

" can in some ways be beneficial to others; "he still may foster many 

28 a root of good in his neighbours and show the way to salvation." 

29 Everyone in fact is to be regarded as a teacher. This 
r _ 

theme is very important in the Si4a for it points out that all 

creatures are deserving of respect. They are all potentially helpers 

on the path towards enlightenment. It is explained: "How many 

Bodhisattvas can be credited with faculties that will mature enlighten-

~" ment, and how many cannot? We in our -ignorance •.. might meanly 

d ch d h b b .. d ".30 regar su ,an t ere y e1nJure • Here certain ideas converge 

to create interesting possibilities. Bodhisattvas t~ave identified 

themselves with all the world ... there is no doubt of that; indeed 

they are seen in the form of beings: these are the only lords. ,,31 

27 Ibid. , "Surangama, Bhadraka1pika t1 , p. 9. 

28 rbid ., "~i tigarbhalt
, p. 72. 

29 Ib ' d _1_"_., "Sirangamasamadhi" , p. 94. 

30 Th 'd __ 1_" "Surangamasamadhi" , p. 94. 

3l Ibid , , "Bhik~upraIdn:aka!l ; p, 94. Bey, 6:126, p. 184. 
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The question must be asked: How are we to recognise those who are 

.32 established in the path? Certainly they are virtuous--yet they 

are impossible to r:ecOgnise!.33 With this problem the answer simply 

is to regard a11 fellow-creatures as teaw1.ers and as helpers along 

the path. 

Furthermore! all beings, however low or devoid of beauty 

are capable of apprehending righteousness. 34 What is presented 

here is a milieu where spiritual development can be assisted by 

anyone, and where all others are affected by one's example. 

The opportunities £or teaching are endless and the opportunities 

"'-to learn are like~~se endless. Santideva declares himself to be 

the pupil of all. 35 His enemy is like a treasure as the occasion 

f h . d h' f·.36 ,-or t e pract~ce an strengt en1ng 0 v1rtue. Here we see Santideva's 

teachings about self and other in application. 37 In respecting 

others he both demolnstrates and practices virtue, thus teaching and 

being taught. 

32" - -
Sik~a, "Dharmasan gi ti", p. 145. 

3.3Ibid ., "Ratnolkaciharan1". p. 293. 

34 Ibid., I1Sagarama ti". p. 150. 

35 Ibid ., p . .319 • 

.36BCY, 6:107-12, p. 182 . 

.3 7 Ib i d ., 6 :.113 -16, p. 183 . 

li!fJ 
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Purpose and Function 

Most of the features of Bodhisattvahood involve in some 

way purpose and function. Wisdom involves compassion which compels 

the Bodhisattva to act for the sake of others. The perfections 

include charity" morality, patience and effort which are important 

skills of the Bodhisattva who goes about in the world. Bodhicitta 

itself is the opposite of despondency. It is a quality which carries 

with it a sense of purpose: it is at once a conceived desire for 

Buddhahood, a state of mind conducive to the gaining of an increase 

in merit, and a power of goodness by which many beings benefit. 

The application of merit is a chief responsibility of the Bodhisattva. 

Enlightenment in its ultimate conception must include all beings, 

and the Bodhisattva labours for its realisation. 

It is crucial that a Bodhisattva be able to act in a positive 

way toward his goal. The goal is to be reached. The Bodhisattva 

must be actively functioning toward his end. He is a being of 

intent, working toward the realisation of an ideal. No matter 

where he may sit in terms of his own level of perfection we can 

best unde,rstand him in terms of his activity. 

The Buddhas and the celestial Bodhisattvas are fully versatile 

in the means by wh:iJch they can enlighten others. In comparison 

the novice-Bodhisattvas who are not omniscient nor fully wise would 

be accoraingly less:, and less often, effective as Bodhisattvas. 

Though this makes Slense, it is not entirely necessary to stay within 

a scheme where Bodh1sattvas are rat~d on a scale such as this. What 

, '1'0[' II ~" " 
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i~ important for a Bodhisattva is the growth of wisdom, first his 

own and consequently its general presence in the world. This is 
~:. ,~ ~~ . ' ";, .'; 

the activity which. contributes toward the goal, as Santideva has 

so tirelessly declared. When performing this activity a Bodhisattva is 

willfully trying to ftmction as a Bodhisattva, whether he is sitting 

in meditation, exercising miraculous powers of transformation or 

simply struggling t:o act in accordance with basic rules of morality 

in the earliest stalges of his career. 



CHAPTER EIVE 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ethics and Philosophical Framework 

In the Siksasamuccaya Santideva presents an essentially 

ethical philosophy and religious practice. His concern is that the 

Bodhisattva's interaction with others will further the increase of 
,-

merit. Santideva applies the ideal of the perfection of wisdom 

to the moral sphere of everyday life. 1 He emphasises the Bodhisattva's 

moral nature~ 

One should not be injured by 'others 1 and ... one 
should not injure others. This essence of a 
world of texts must always be kept in the heart 
of the ~odhisattva.2 

This emphasis does not diminish the importance of th.e perfection of 

wisdom for tQe Bodhisattva. Though the preponderance of the text 

is devoted to the themes of correct behaviour and the sharing of 

merit, these elements of the Bodhisattvafs discipline are understood 

to be practiced interdependently with the practice of meditational 

insight as to the nature of things and other disciplines of the mind. 

lMa . E' 28 9 1 t~cs, nter~ng, pp. -. 

2/ -
Sik~a, p. 126. 
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,- -When perceived) sunyata as the essential I selflessness I 

of all things~ leads to detaChment and renunciation and finally to 
.- 3 

altruism in its pu~e form. 
,- -

Concomitant with insight into sunyata 

the ethical obstacles of possession, attraction to things, and 

selfishness disappelar as untenable and insupportable attitudes. 

Particularly, when sUnyata is perceived in application to oneself 

in relation with others, great compassion arises. As Santideva 

teaches> where pain. and pleasure are concerned there is no division 

between men of great. pity and their fello\\Ts. Goodness follows 

truth spontaneously; wisdom carries with itself a "voluntary compulsion" 

to act for its increase, i.e. the welfare of all beings. Nagarjuna 

says: "Self-restraint, ki.ndness towards others, and benevolence 

are the ways of the dharma (i.e. the truth o£ the nature of things) .11
4 

The significance of stinyata is that it is just another 

static concept when held merely by the intellect. It bears fruit 

only when internalised through willful discipline and practice. 

Complete perception of sUnyata at once involves the whole person; 

his attitudes, his motivations and his actions. Wisdom is a potent 

force. Nagarjuna declares that unless the nature and meaning of 

sUnyata are considered as involving its purpose there is nothing 

. db' 5 ga1.ne y 1.t. Perception of 5 Unyat a functions as a freeing and a 

3GOmez , p. 362. 

4 - -Nagarjuna, 17:la, p. 105. 

5Ibid ., 24:7, p. 145. 

I 
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mqtivating force. The philosophy of sUnyata is involved inextricably 

with motivation toward an ethical ideal. 

Characterisled by forceful optimism and keen insight into the 
- . .1"_, _ 

ethical purport of the Madhyamika philosophy Santidevats Sik~asamuccaya 

is a wonderful expI1ession of this dynamic philosophy. "Dynamic" 

is perhaps the most suitable description of his Madhyamika vision. 

In refusing to abide in such notions as essence and pennanency he 

allows only purpose, and change. There is acti vi ty in existence; 

cause and effect, r!elational-origination, is the truth of existence. 

"The doer is dynamically related to the deed and the deed to the doer 

6 in order to arise." A self-existent doer could not produce change. 

Doer, deed, and doing are functions of cause and effect,7 of relational-

origination, and only as functions do they partake of the nature o£ 

- - 8 /- ' stmyata. Santideva explains: 

consider how the waggon is put together part 
by part (i.e. has no abiding essence), and yet 
there is activity in it. And I have described 
action, yet no doer is to be found in the ten 
regions' g 

Midhyamika philosophy has been charged with the denial of 

ethical values by its opponents who fear that there can be no abiding 

6Ibid., B:12, p. 74. 

7Ibid., 8:4, p. 73. 

BIbid., 7:16, p. lOB. 
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good in the world without the existence of an absolute metaphysical 

substratum as its support. Nagarjuna and his followers however 

refute these champ!i'ons of ethical absolutism with a sure hand~ 

The sUnyata philosophy affirms the' fact of interpersonal interactions. 

Where its practical implications concerning the individual are 

considered it has decidedly ethical repercussions. Furthermore, 

it maintains that it is the only ontology which can support the 

concept of moral improvement and spiritual growth. Nagarjuna says: 

According to your assertion (for self-existence), 
anyone who is not a Buddha in virtue of self
existence cannot hope to attain enlightenment 
even by serious endeavor or by practice of the 
Bodhisattva waY-II 

The notion of an abiding essence of goodness in the person 

might perhaps explain sore of the ideas that are fotmd in the 

, -
Sik~asamuccaya. That all beings can apprehend righteousness, that 

ordinary worldlings can produce the thought of enlightenment, that 

this bodhicitta is sometimes as yet undeveloped yet is foreknown by 

the Buddhas; these ideas lend themselves easily to the interpretation 

that there is indeed an abiding essence of goodnes-s in all beings 

12 which need only be uncovered. Though compatible, this notion is 
,-

technically untenafule and hardly necessary as a support to Santideva's 

10 - - . NagarJuna, 24:6, p. 145. 

llIb';d., 24 32 151 .... : . , p. . 

l2Suzuki, Outlines, pp. 61) .. 299. 

.. ",:, 
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,- -
ethical philosophy. Sunyata though far more difficult is much farther 

reaching as a philosophical and perceptual basis for ethics. ,- -
Sunyata 

stands as a vital source to an ethical system of unqeustionable 

magnitude. 

The Bodhisattva and the Ordinary Person 

We are still faced with Santideva's presentation in the 

, -
Si~asamuccaya of a virtual continuum of levels of moral develop-

ment, from the being who is capable of perceiving righteousness 

through those who have accumulated merit and finally to the Bodhisattva 

career which culminates in the perfection of moral wisdom. Much of 

this confusion can be attributed to the nature of the text itself, 

for it is a collection of quotations from map.y sources which do not 

always agree. It appears at times as though Santideva is inconsis-

tent, seeing things from many divergent points of view. He has 

created a mosaic: the many pieces fit loosely at clos'e range, yet 

there is a picture of some consistency here. Although his sources 

are varied and numerous. it is one man who has put them together in 

what strikes the reader as the product of enthusiastic self-expression. 

It is up to the reader to seek the contentment with the discordant 

elements which Santideva himself must have enjoyed. 
,,-

We have set out to view San'tideva's picture of the Bodhisattva 

and have found a blurred image. Is the Bodhisattva worthy of his 

title in potential, or in the actual? From the potential to the 

actual, the Bodhisa'ttva, bodhicitta, and enlightenment are expressed 

iii" . ,J 
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i~ different degrees of meaning from a mundane sense to the highest. 

"'-Wisdom, which is the key to understanding Santideva's Bodhisattva, 

must also proceed in stages. It is at first undeveloped, then 

partially developed, and finally it is fully developed. 

Imperfect, tmdeveloped wisdom is however quite different 

from perfect, hidden wisdom-essence. 
,,-
Santideva does indeed acknowledge 

the presence of the, raw materials in men for ethical behaviour. 

It would be inconsistent were he to deny this potential. In one 

devastating example he shows the parallel between natural compassion 

and the compassion of the Buddha: 

In the world when a son is impaled in view 
of mother and father, they do not think of 
attachment to their own welfare by reason 
of their natural pity, [likewise] the"Tathagata 
when formerly living as a Bodhisattva, and seeing 
people afflicted with the three kinds of calamity, 
in need, felt [no] satisfaction, or peace of 
mind. 13 

Ordinary persons are capable at times of selfless acts of kindness, 

charity, and so on. We might say that there is wisdom in this, 

but there must be a qualification. Ordinary virtue is beclouded 

by ignorance. It is conditional and so is easily overcome by an 

equally natural self-interest. This mere shadow of pure wisdom 

boasts no insight. It is not characterised by a steady resolve and 

a stable mind. 

It is nevertheless this instinctiv~. blind. unconscious 

13/ - -
Sik~a, "Candrapradipa", p. 163. 

'"HJ 
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m<;>ral sensibility in others to which the Bodhisattva addresses 

himself and which he tries to awaken. With the conviction that 

others can respond he seeks to inspire them toward a conscious 

wisdom. The Bodhisattva's wisdom is different from ordinary morality 

in this one very significant sense. His is cultivated. He has a 

conscious intent to further the cause of collective enlightenment. 

At a certain point he has chosen to undertake the discipline of 

cultivating prajnaparami ta. to seek insight into the nature of 

reality, through which efforts his practice of the virtues increases 

in effectiveness. It is best to renounce the householder's life 

in order to undertaJke this discipline, though householders who are 

engaged in training may be considered as novice-Bodhisattvas as 

welL The major difference between the ordinary person and the 

Bodhisattva remains;-·-cul ti vation 0 fprajnaparami ta. 

The idea that we are all at least in some sense novice

Bodhisattvas continlUes to linger. Indeed human birth is a basic 

prerequisite for Bodhisattvahood and so theoretically we are all 

in a position to take up the discipline. In this way a text like 

the Sik~asamuccaya is equally as meaningful to the lay Buddhist 

as it is to the ordained. There is unquestionably a link between 

the merit-accumulating ordinary person and the Bodhisattva. Merit 

gradually increases until it bears the fruit bodhicitta. Bodhicitta 

gradually increases until it blossoms into the perfection of wisdom. 

But true to the Madhyamika style of analysis the relation between 

these phases of development does no}: imply sameness. All men are 
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to be treated as -future Bodhisattvas; for how else could the goal 

of collective enlightenment be entertained seriously? Yet, for 

Santideva the Bodh~sattva is special. He is set apart from the 

multitude. He has .a conscious awareness of the significance of merit 

in the world and he trains diligently so that he may contribute to 

the good of the world. 

The beginning of the Bodhisattva career cannot be pinpointed 

/- / -
from Santideva's presentation in the Sik~asamuccaya. Moreover. 

strictly speaking, the Bodhisattva is an ideal being. who has 

immovable resolve and whose activities and services spring from the 

exaulted virtue;pxaj'n:aparanrlta. knowledge of ·surtyata. This lofty 

ideal is saved from being too remote from the ordinary person 

because si}n.yata and wisdom overcome barriers and distinctions. 

"'-. Santideva successfully makes the ideal meaningful by demonstrating 

that there is an important link between the mundane and the ideal. 

This link consists in the idea that progress toward final collective 

enlightenment is po!ssible at any level through willing that it be 

so. While the ideal is very sublime and seemingly remote, its 

test is in its abil:ity to reach into the imperfect world and to have 

impact there. The ;wisdom of the Bodhisattva is an ethical ideal 

which must seek fulfillment as is so skillfully demonstrated by 
/-

Santideva. 

·1['1 
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